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an interview with Gloria Steinem
Gloria Steinem is a writer, political activist, and feminist organizer. She was a founder of New
York and Ms. magazines, and is the author of My Life on the Road, Moving Beyond Words, Revolution
from Within, and Outrageous Acts and Everyday Rebellions, all published in the United States, and As If
Women Matter, in India. She co-founded the National Women’s Political Caucus, the Ms. Foundation
for Women, the Free to Be Foundation, and the Women’s Media Center in the United States. She also
helped found Equality Now, Donor Direct Action, and Direct Impact Africa. For her writing, Steinem
has received the Penney-Missouri Journalism Award, the Front Page and Clarion awards, the
National Magazine Award, the Lifetime Achievement in Journalism Award from the Society
of Professional Journalists, the Society of Writers Award from the United Nations, and the
University of Missouri School of Journalism Award for Distinguished Service in Journalism.
In 1993, her concern about child abuse led her to co-produce an Emmy Award–winning
TV documentary for HBO, Multiple Personalities: The Search for Deadly Memories. In 2013,
she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by President Barack Obama. In
2016, she and Amy Richards co-produced a series of eight documentaries on violence
against women around the world for VICELAND.

Q At what age did you know you wanted to be a journalist?
Why did you decide to use journalism as a way to address the
inequalities of women?
A I’m not sure that I used the word “journalist” when I was six or so

and reading Little Women, but I remember wanting to be a writer like Jo
March. My only other dream was being a dancer, but that unrealistic
notion came from movies. I think show business was to girls what sports
was to boys — the only place you saw someone who looked like you who
got out of the neighborhood.
After college, I lived in India for two years and wrote for newspapers
there, but when I came home, the subjects women were expected to
write about were fashion, food and beauty. It wasn’t until we started New
York magazine in 1968 that I could write about politics, and even that
only marginally included the female half of the country. In 1972, a group
of women writers and editors started Ms. magazine, and journalism in
general became a way to address female inequality. It wasn’t until I was
almost forty that I began the life I dreamed of at six.

Q In 1969, you attended a meeting held by a women’s movement
group addressing the issue of abortion. What inspired you to begin
writing and speaking about feminism?

A That speak-out was the first time I heard women telling the truth about

abortion, yet I also had an abortion and never told anyone. I suddenly
realized how wrong it was that one in three American women needed
an abortion at some time in her life, yet this remained illegal, secret
and dangerous. Since controlling reproduction and therefore women's
bodies are the definition of patriarchy — and the beginning of hierarchy
— I began to understand what was at stake. Whether or not a woman
can decide if and when to give birth is the single biggest determinant of
whether she is healthy or not, educated or not, has a life outside the home
or not, and how long she lives. In a real sense, you can't have democracy
without feminism.

Q In far too many communities, hope appears to be in short supply. How
can we find hope in the face of hopelessness?
A If our hopes weren’t already real within us, we couldn’t even hope them. Hope is

a form of planning. It would be the first and most extreme form of self-defeat to allow
ourselves to lose hope.
We maintain our hopes in many ways, but the most organic is sharing them with others
and working toward them together. We are communal animals; we can't exist alone for
long — which is why solitary confinement is a form of torture. Other than air, water
and food, there is nothing more crucial to our survival than sitting in a circle, with each
of us telling our story, listening to the stories of others, and finding what is shared and
what we can act on together.

Q You’ve confessed to being a “hopeaholic.” To quote Jesse Jackson, how can we keep hope alive?
A We need to stop looking "up" so much at a screen and spend at least an equal amount of time looking at
and listening to each other. Computers and books can give us information, but only when we're together with
all five senses can we understand, empathize and act. We only produce oxytocin, the hormone that allows us
to empathize, when we are together with all five senses. Male or female, if we hold a baby, we are flooded with
oxytocin, just as we are when we see another human being in an accident and we want to help, even though
that person is a stranger. The human species could not have survived without empathy. We still can’t survive
without it. That’s what families and friends are for. That’s what movements are for. We keep hope alive by being together.

Q What was the inspiration to write your new book The Truth Will Set You Free, But First It Will
Piss You Off?
A I’ve always loved quotes, the art of saying the most with the fewest words. Whether results fit on a banner

or a T-shirt, they are helpful in signaling people to come together for a shared goal. Also, I’m a word person,
so I’ve always loved both creating them and finding them.
After all these years, it was suggested that there were enough of my quotes for a book. I then added short
essays on the events that created them, plus reasons that may be needed now, and I also added a few favorite
quotes from friends, from Robin Morgan to Alice Walker.

The Truth Will Set You Free, But First It Will Piss You Off!
Thoughts On Life, Love and Rebellion
For decades—and especially now in these times of crisis—people in many different countries have found guidance, humor, and unity in Gloria Steinem’s gift
for creating quotes that offer hope and inspire action. From her early days as a
journalist and feminist activist, up to today, Steinem’s words have helped generations to empower themselves and work together.
Covering topics from relationships (“Many are looking for the right person.
Too few are trying to be the right person.”) to the patriarchy (“Men are liked
better when they win. Women are liked better when they lose. This is how the
patriarchy is enforced every day.”) and activism (“Revolutions, like trees, grow
from the bottom up.”), plus an introduction and essays by Steinem, this is the
definitive collection of her words on many of the topics that matter most today.
Gloria sees quotes as “the poetry of everyday life,” so she also has included a
TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE,
BUT FIRST IT WILL PISS YOU OFF!
few favorites from friends, including bell hooks, Flo Kennedy, Michelle Obama,
Oprah, and more, in this anthology of quotes that will make you want to laugh, Thoughts On Life, Love & Rebellion
by Gloria Steinem
march, and create some of your own. At the end of the book, there is a special
Publisher: Random House, Inc
space for each reader to add their own quotes and others they’ve found.
$22.00, ISBN:9780593132685
The Truth Will Set You Free, But First It Will Piss You Off! is both timeless and timely.
It is a gift of hope from Gloria to readers, and a gift readers will want to share with friends.
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CRYSTAL365
What Can Crystals
Do for You?
Crystals hold a transformational energy that can help you change your life.
As Albert Einstein is reported to have said, everything in life is vibration. Healing
crystals carry powerful vibrations that connect you with the power of Mother
Earth, and they provide a physical, tangible way for you to feel, connect with,
and benefit from those vibrations. They help you to realign and recalibrate your
own energy, helping you to reach a higher state of being.
Due to their structure, crystals emit energy at a constant frequency. When a
crystal is placed on or near an area of your body emitting a lower frequency, the
energy of your body rises to match the crystal’s higher frequency. This attunement
helps you to move past mental, physical, and spiritual blockages and reach a
higher vibrational state where you can stay focused and positive. Similarly, when
you pair a crystal with an intention or a personal goal, the crystal amplifies the
energy of your intention. By amplifying your intention and aligning your energy
with a higher vibration, crystals make pursuing your goals that much easier.
Crystals act as tools to ground you, center you, and empower you to
create lasting change. They provide you with a physical representation of your
intentions and goals, something you can touch, hold on to, and connect with
on a daily basis. But it’s important to remember, it’s not the crystal making the
change; you are making the change. It’s not doing the work; you’re doing the
work. It’s an ally on your journey. A tool to help you get where you want to go.
Whether you want to prioritize your health, increase your financial wealth,
or cultivate love, crystals will help you bring your intentions to life. Using them
in simple ways in your daily life allows you to stay focused, motivated, and
excited to create the life you’ve always dreamed of.
Since the Beginning of Time . . .
Having witnessed the evolution of life for millions of years, crystals have stored
the energy of transformation. Working with them is a powerful way to connect
with that transformational energy—and almost every civilization since the beginning of time has learned to harness their energy.

About

the

Author

Heather Askinosie is a leading influencer on the power of crystals, Feng
Shui, and holistic healing and the
co-author of Crystal Muse. For over
25 years, she has had the privilege of
studying with the best healers from
all over the world, who have passed
down ancient teachings on how to
utilize energy technology. Heather
is a co-founder of Energy Muse
with business partner Timmi Jandro.
Energy Muse is a crystal lifestyle
company, providing tools of empowerment, inspiration, and hope in the
form of jewelry and crystals. You can
visit them online at energymuse.com

Many ancient civilizations used crystals for protection in battle, during
travel, and against evil forces. Ancient Greeks rubbed crushed Hematite on their
bodies before going to battle to render them invincible. Ancient Roman sailors
used Aquamarine to protect them at sea. The ancient Egyptians inlaid their
coffins and lined the tombs of their most beloved pharaohs
with crystals such as Lapis Lazuli and Carnelian to ward
off evil and provide safe passage into the afterlife. One
of the most well-known kings, King Tutankhamen, had
an iconic mask with inlays of Lapis Lazuli around
the eyes, Obsidian in the pupils, and Carnelian,
Turquoise, and many other gemstones in the decorative collar.
Other civilizations used crystals for spiritual practices. In the Han dynasty,
Chinese emperors were buried in elaborate Jade suits as a symbol of wealth
and power. Some of these suits consisted of as many of 2,400 individual pieces
that were carefully sewn together. Ancient Egyptians also used crystals in their
burial rituals. They placed Clear Quartz over the foreheads of their dead as they
believed that it would help guide them in their journey to the afterlife.
Furthermore, crystals were used to bring color and vibrancy to everyday
life. By grinding up crystals into a powder, the ancient Egyptians were able
to create a rainbow of cosmetics! They transformed crystals into pastes for
eyeshadows and lipsticks.
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Always depicted with bold eye makeup, Queen Cleopatra’s signature bright blue
and green eyeshadow looks were made from Malachite and Lapis Lazuli powders.
The transformational powers of crystals have survived the test of time and remain
just as relevant today. Although crystals have been around longer than humans have
inhabited Earth, scientists are only just now beginning to understand their significance.
The more that crystals are researched, the more prominent they become in our presentday lives.
Crystals Are Technology
Your computer, television, phone, and other electronic devices probably have LCD screens,
which stands for liquid-crystal display. These screens rely on liquid crystals to produce images. So
you are likely already working with crystals every day!
Crystals are also prominent in other technological advances. Silicon, one of the primary elements in
Quartz, is the basic material used in computer chips and solar panels. When you store your information on a
computer chip, you are really using a form of Quartz crystal. Hitachi, a Japanese technology group, capitalized
on the power of Quartz to hold information when they developed a “quartz glass” chip, which was projected to
store data for 100 million years. Just as Quartz crystals have been able to survive even the most catastrophic events
on Earth, so too will these Quartz storage technologies and the information within them.
The full power of crystals is only just beginning to be discovered, but it’s clear that these stones are going to be even
more widely used in the future. And just as crystals are an integral part of technology, they can also become an integral
part of improving your own life.
One Crystal, One Purpose
Every goal begins with an intention. Intentions help you to focus on a specific aspect of
your life and commit to creating a change. When creating intentions, the first step is
to define what you want to transform. Once you are clear on what changes you want
to make, you can work with a crystal to bring those changes to life. Follow this simple
formula to get your desired results:
Intention + Crystal + Action Plan = Transformation
Combining a specific intention with a specific crystal and a specific action is the perfect
recipe for transformation. Your crystal holds your intention and reminds you to stay on track,
while the customized action gives you the direction and tangible steps to make it a reality. When
amazonite - being hopeful
used daily, this formula will help you bring your long-term goals to life. For short-term goals and
Use it when you feel pessimistic
quick transformations, this formula helps to bring focus to a specific outcome. This formula can
or have lost hope
be used over and over again, each time with a new intention, a new crystal, and a new action plan.
Because there are crystals for every intention, crystals can help you with every facet of your life.
If you’re looking for love, go for Rose Quartz. For wealth, call upon Pyrite. For health, work with Turquoise. And just
as your intentions and the crystals you use will differ, the ways in which you work with them will differ as well. Some
intentions will take longer to work toward, like finding new love or creating wealth, while others will be more of a quick
fix, such as shifting negativity. Still others will require everyday action, like focusing on health.
Even though anyone can work with crystals, it can be confusing to know where to begin and how to progress. This
book aims to take out the guesswork by showing you how to use one crystal for one purpose with one action. All you
need to do is pick which one (or ones) you want to focus on, and use the best crystal we have pinpointed to match that
intention. Then you use the customized formula to reach your specific goals so that you can get the most out of your
crystal journey.
How to Use CRYSTAL365												
The 52 crystals in this book can help you 365 days a year. These crystals have been carefully chosen as the most
powerful and effective, yet simple, tools to help you in your everyday life. 						
While making your way through the 52 crystals to improve and progress your life, you may find that you need to
work with some crystals longer than others. Certain areas of your life may require more time and focus. The time frame
will be different for everyone and every intention, so it’s important to customize how you use this book and your crystal
practice to what works for you. You may choose to focus on one crystal/intention at a time, or you may find that you
can balance several crystals/intentions at once. 						
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Learn your own unique style of working with crystals and follow that, as long as you approach your intentions with
the same level of commitment. Additionally, this book includes crystal combinations for 30 intentions, including
love, wealth, creativity, and happiness. When you work with a combination of crystals versus a singular crystal, you
are able to heighten the energy of your intention by addressing the different layers and multifaceted nature of your
goal. Use these crystal combinations to amplify your intention and supercharge your crystal practice.
Let CRYSTAL365 be your go-to crystal guide anytime you are looking to make a shift in your life—52 crystals,
52 intentions, 52 weeks, 365 days a year.
Cleansing Your Crystals
Crystals work best when they are cleansed because, over time, crystals absorb and accumulate energy from the
environment around them. To ensure that your crystal is clean and ready to use, here are four simple ways to cleanse
your crystal.
The Sun burns off old energy and refills your crystal with vibrancy and light. The Full Moon is when the moon
is at its brightest, and bathing your crystals under it restores them to their brightest form. Sound breaks up any
stuck or stored energy and restores harmony. The smoke created when burning sage carries away any low vibrational
energy stored in the crystal. You can use any of these methods:

•

Sun: Place your crystal outside in the light of the sun for four hours or more.

•

Full Moon: Place your crystal outside under the light of the full moon for four 				
hours or more.

•

Sound: Download and play the music of Tibetan singing bowls, the om mantra, 				
or Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.

•

Sage: Immerse your crystal in the smoke of burning sage for at least 30 seconds.

As a general guideline, it is recommended that you cleanse your crystal every time you 				
set a new intention, or at least once every 30 days.

About the Book
A full-color guide to 52 crystals and practices to elevate your everyday life
Are you looking to create your own luck? Or is today the day for breaking through
blocks? Do you need to let go of what no longer serves you? Or do you simply want
to sleep well, even if just for a night?
No matter who you are, crystals can provide a boost of energy and purpose, as well
as serve as tactile physical elements to help you transform your everyday life. In this
essential, full-color guide, you will discover 52 crystals that can help you 365 days of
the year.
CRYSTAL 365: Crystals For
Everyday Life & Your Guide
To Health, Wealth & Balance
by Heather Askinosie
Publisher: Hay House
$27.99, Hardcover
ISBN:9781401958268

Co-author of Crystal Muse and founder of Energy Muse, Heather Askinosie, provides
an abundance of key information, including each crystal›s history and lore, origin, and
intention, as well as a simple three- to six-step practices for easy activation. She also
shares a wealth of crystal combinations for intentions such as love, wealth, creativity,
and happiness.
Whether you are an avid crystal fan or are a newbie, CRYSTAL365 will help you to
create a personalized action plan for your own style and goals for positive change.
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The following is an excerpt from the book The Evolutionary Empath: A Practical Guide for
Heart-Centered Consciousness by Rev. Stephanie Red Feather, published by Inner Traditions.

From Chapter 7
Your Energy Container:
“Shields Up Mr. Sulu”
Understanding Your Energy Container

Quite simply, you are more than just your physical being. You have a field of
energy that surrounds you: your personal energy field. It is unique to you, just like
a fingerprint or a snowflake pattern. Basic physiology teaches us that each cell in
our body has a charge. The very fact that you are alive—from electrical impulses
traveling throughout your body to your cells converting food to energy—creates
an energy field.
Yet your energy field is comprised of more than just the by-products of human
biological functioning. Thoughts and actions also have a frequency to them.
Everything you are, think, and do contributes to the distinct frequency or
vibration that is you and your unique energetic signature. You have probably
already surmised that as empaths it is much easier for us to be boundless and it
requires much more effort and focus for us to establish and maintain boundaries.
You would be correct. Without mentors or an understanding of the fluid nature
of our energy field, we are prone to arbitrarily allowing any energy into our field
and leaking vital life force energy into the ethers.

Exercise

Who Is In Your Energy Field?

Photo Credit: Joe Loudon

AUTHOR BIO
Rev. Stephanie Red Feather, Ph.D., is the

founder and director of Blue Star
Temple. An ordained shamanic
minister, she holds a bachelor’s
degree in applied mathematics and
master’s and doctorate degrees
in shamanic studies from Venus
Rising University. She is also a
mesa carrier in the Pachakuti
Mesa Tradition of Peru, having
studied with Don Oscar MiroQuesada and his lineage since
2005. She lives near Kansas City,
Missouri.

This exercise illustrates very clearly just how much you are carrying around
with you at any given time. It is easy to become numb to all of the baggage and
energetic clutter we accumulate over time. We acclimate to it and don’t recognize
how bogged down, confused, and exhausted we have become in the process.
Gather up your supplies for this exercise. You’ll need to create a circle around you
that is approximately 4 feet in diameter. You can use rope, a hula hoop, scarves
strung together, or whatever you can come up with. The idea is to create a visual
boundary or container. You will also need a pad of sticky notes or paper you can
rip or cut into small pieces, and a pen.
Write down whatever comes to you for each of the categories listed below. One
item per sticky. Then place each sticky inside your circle.
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Everyone who is in your energy field: family, friends, co-workers, etc.
Decisions/issues/problems you are sitting with
Health concerns
Major stressors, whether on-going or one-time, like a death
Things you feel responsible for
Unforgiveness
Shoulds
Wants/desires
Regrets
Any other categories you can think of
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With attention and practice
you can sustain a more
consistently intact
container.
Look at all of your stickies and take a moment for the impact to sink in. Look at
all the names and categories. What initial reaction are you noticing in your body?
You will discover that some of these people or things in your energy field are
legitimate, right, and necessary. And you’ll discover that some are invasive and
unnecessary. These are energies that you’ve let into your space whether you’re
conscious of it or not. Some of these people or situations give energy back to
you, meaning there’s a partnership or equal investment in each other.
Many of your stickies will represent people or situations that are not supporting
you. They are taking from you in some way, have expectations of you, or tell you
what to do. Or you take responsibility for them when responsibility isn’t yours,
you over-give, or are in some form of codependence.
Journal now about everything you’ve written down, asking yourself:
––
––
––
––

What needs to change?
What actions do I need to take related to all of the people and situations
drawing upon my energy?
What boundaries do I need to draw?
What kind of self-care do I need to engage in?

unhealthy behaviors including squishy
boundaries, disempowering money
habits, co-dependence in relationship,
taking on problems that aren’t yours,
not speaking your truth, suppressing
your authentic self, feeling responsible
for other people’s emotions, and letting
people take advantage of you, to name
a few.
With attention and practice you can
sustain a more consistently intact
container and develop the skills to
restore balance (plug up leaks), clear
your field of unwanted or unfavorable
influences, and stabilize your field
after a destabilizing blow. I will cover
energy leaks more in Chapter 8, which
discusses boundaries in greater detail.

Energy Leaks
To understand the concept of energy leaks at a visceral level, close your eyes
and call up in your body what it feels like when you are feeling powerful, solid,
grounded, confident, energetic, and excited about your life. Look around inside
yourself and at your energetic container. How do you feel? What does your
container look like? How big is it?
When you are in a positive and powerful state, fully embodied, alert, and present,
your energy container is solid and defined with no holes or leaks. Your container
is able to fully contain you and you have clear boundaries. Your container is in
integrity.
Imagine now what it feels like in your body when you feel weak, disempowered,
codependent, doubting yourself, and afraid. Again, take note of whatever there
is to notice. How do you feel? What does your container look like? How big is it?
What is the consistency, structure, or content of your container?
Now take a deep breath to clear that visualization out of your energy field, shake
out your hands, and return to a neutral state.
When you are in a disempowered or fearful state, the integrity of your energy
container is obliterated. It looks like Swiss cheese, leaking energy like a sieve.
Boundaries are non-existent and you probably feel exposed, weak, and vulnerable.
When your container has leaks, then it means you are either venting vital
energies out into the ethers or allowing compromising energies from others
or the environment into your space. Or both. Leaks show up as all kinds of
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THE EVOLUTIONARY EMPATH: A Practical
Guide for Heart-Centered Consciousness
by Red. Stephanie Red Feather, Ph.D.
Foreword by Linda Star Wolf, Ph.D.
Publisher: Inner Traditions
$18.00, ISBN13: 9781591433507
Available November 2019
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AN EXCERPT
by Athena Perrakis, Ph.D.

A September Blessing and Invocation for the Fall Equinox (Mabon)

A CALLING TO CELEBRATE YOUR SOUL’S HARVEST
We turn to the west today, and Mother Ocean says yes.  Her waves crash upon the
shore and she is ready to receive you and take from you all the burdens you shall no
longer carry into the seasons of acceptance and rest.  We turn to the west today and
Mother Ocean says now.  Her waters still at midday as Father Sun casts his beams
of light upon her and caresses her like a tender lover.  She is ready to teach you how
to be still and receive so that you hear the messages of your elders now as the veil thins.
 We turn to the west today and Mother Ocean says come.  Her deep blue majesty
is an open invitation to create better flow in your life. She holds the key to creation,
manifestation, your rebirth.  And she can offer you the path, the lightness of being,
the deep permission to just be now.  Your work of the year is done. We turn to the
west today and Mother Ocean says let go.  Her vast expanse and power can hold the
things that weigh you down and your worries can sink to her bottom, float to her edges
while you experience her embrace.  She sees your fear and she washes it away so that
you can live in pure radiant joy and peace.  Mother Ocean has been waiting for you.
 The guardians and gatekeepers of the west greet you today with open arms. 

Yes,

now, come, let go. Your work is done.  So the season of balance, acceptance,
stillness, and release begins.  Amen, A’ho, So it is
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FALL EQUINOX (MABON) RITUAL
For Good Harvests and Rewards Ahead
For this Mabon, or second harvest, ritual, we are going to balance the scales and mirror nature’s own division of light and
shadow, which strike perfect balance on the two equinoxes each year.

Gather:
One white or cream candle to represent your light harvest  A gemstone to represent your
light (e.g., selenite, scolecite, clear calcite, quartz, or petalite)  Palo
Santo, copal, or white sage for smudging  One burgundy or black
candle to represent your dark harvest  A gemstone to represent
your shadow (e.g., black tourmaline, jet, golden sheen obsidian, or
aegirine)  A perfume or essential oil blend to integrate
your light and shadow aspects
As you gather your Mabon tools, divide them into two sides: light tools and shadow tools. For the first part of this ritual,
you will want to keep them separate; later in the ritual, you will be guided to mingle them, acknowledging the intimate
dance of light and shadow.
Smudge the items you have gathered, and on the left, or yin, side of your altar, place your burgundy or black candle, your
perfume or essential oils, and your gems that represent shadow. On the right (masculine), or yang, side, place your white or
cream candle, your gems that represent light, and your smudging herbs. Take a deep cleansing breath and acknowledge on
an energetic level that all these tools represent parts of you that need to be integrated into one dynamic whole expression.
When you are ready, call upon your spirit guides to help you discern which items on the light side of your altar are ready to
be moved to the shadow side, and vice versa. Is your light candle ready to glow upon your shadow stones, or vice versa? As
you step forward in wisdom to move items on your altar as called by Spirit, enjoy the liberation that comes from blurring
boundaries. You are not just light or just shadow.
Those are easy answers. You are all of it, and more. You are the slippage
between the categories we believe are fixed. You are the exception to all the
rules. And that is why your magic is undeniable and indefinable.
Once you begin to mix the sides, keep going. In the amalgam, your peace and
your deeper purpose reside. Move the stones, the candles, the offerings. When
a new balance has been struck, step back and take a closer look at the alchemy
of light and shadow, the balance between the hemispheres of awareness. What
lessons have been unearthed here for yourself? Take a moment here to breathe,
connect, center, and receive messages from your guides. Finally, bring your
hands to prayer position over your heart and give thanks for what you have
learned. This is the hour of balance, and here you are, in the center of All, right
where you need to be. Welcome this moment. Cheers to your balance, your
integration, and your health.

Amen, A’ho, So it is.
Dr. Athena Perrakis (Torrance, California) is the bestselling author of The Ultimate Guide
to Chakras, Crystals Lore, Legends & Myths, and The Book of Blessings and Rituals. She is the
Founder and CEO of Sage Goddess, the world’s largest source of sacred tools and metaphysical
education. She holds a PhD from the University of Southern California in educational leadership,
and has 15 years of experience as a professor, corporate trainer and consultant, and educator.
Athena has traveled the globe and worked with CEOs and senior executives from the Fortune 50
companies. But her metaphysical experience, in which her current work is largely rooted, spans
more than 30 years. During that time, she has become an expert in gemology, astrology, Tarot,
aromatherapy, Reiki, and herbal medicine.

THE BOOK OF BLESSINGS AND RITUALS:
Magical Invocations for Healing, Setting
Energy, and Creating Sacred Space
by Athena Perrakis, Ph.D.
Publisher: Quarto Publishing Group
$19.99, ISBN13: 9781592338771
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ANGELS
by Lynn Araujo

S

ince ancient times, across countless different traditions and cultures, humans have believed in angels and found ways to connect
with them for guidance. Especially during challenging times, people look to the angels for encouragement and hope. We don’t
need to summon the angels—they are always by our side. Sometimes they make their presence known to us through subtle
cues like the appearance of white feathers, a shimmer of light, number sequences, coins, rainbows, cloud formations, or a gentle touch
on the skin. Unexpected synchronicities show us that angels are working behind the scenes to help things happen for us. They are always
available to assist us whenever we need their blessings, support, guidance, clarity, protection, insight or direction. We have only to ask for
assistance, keep our eyes, hearts and minds open to the ways we may receive help, and then respond with gratitude.
Sometimes we know exactly what life situation could benefit from some angelic assistance. We may be faced with an important decision
and could use a sign to indicate the best course to pursue. At other times, we may not have the clarity to articulate exactly what kind of
help we seek. Angel cards provide a means of tapping into angelic energy in order to receive everyday insights, even when we have no
clear or specific issue in mind. Angel inspiration and divination decks allow the angels to point us in the direction of answers we may not
have even thought to ask for. The images and messages bring us clarity and allow us to be receptive to exactly the kind of divine direction
we need to bring positive change into our lives.
Here are a few different types of angel decks that can open the channels of communication with the angelic realm. I asked each creator to
share a bit about what experiences inspired them to create their deck and how they envision their angel cards being used.

ANGEL KINDNESS CARDS by Teresa Kogut
As a Christian artist, Teresa Kogut is passionate about creating
collectible angel giftware, handicrafts and artworks to bring inspiration
into our lives. Her Angel Kindness Cards deliver blessings and
affirmations from 52 beautiful angels. Teresa’s angel paintings are
reminiscent of Byzantine iconographic portrait and traditional folk
art. Her charming illustration style and soothing color palette offer a
fresh take on the subject of angels.
Each card presents angelic artwork on one side and a gentle
message of spiritual encouragement on the reverse. Some of the
messages are borrowed from Bible verse and psalms, others are
affirmations and thoughts from her own heart.
ANGEL KINDNESS CARDS
by Teresa Kogut
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems, Inc.
$21.95, ISBN13: 9781572819863

Teresa writes “Painting angels has been and will continue to be a
blessing to me and my art career. The angel deck is not only a beautiful
way to share God’s comfort and give people hope in a time of sorrow or
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hardship but also to uplift and inspire others to move through life with courage and faith. My hope is that people will share their Angel
Kindness Cards with friends, family or strangers in their time of need. It’s a reminder that God has our back and sends His angels to
guide and guard us.”

INFLUENCE OF THE ANGELS TAROT by Jody Boginski Barbessi
Angels’ spiritual influence over human experience is beautifully portrayed in this tarot deck
through classic inspired artwork. The creator of the deck, Jody Boginksi Barbessi noticed that
some of the higher-ranking angels (archangels) had powers and attributes similar to some of the
characters in the Major Arcana of the tarot. So she thought it would be interesting to do a tarot
deck with angel characters, though not all 78 cards correspond to named angels.
From the guidebook:
“Angels are celestial beings that act as conduits between God and humankind, and
throughout the years, many stories have been passed down about them.
Within this tradition, there are named angels, with distinct
attributes and capabilities, and nameless angels, who lack a
specific personality or role.
In this deck, the Major Arcana cards feature specific named
angels. Each was chosen for its special angelic role or attribute, in
order to help communicate the meaning of the card it appears on.
The angels portrayed in the Minor Arcana are unnamed guardian
or ministering angels and generally watch over the scene shown on
the card.”
The idea of angels watching over the scenes is very appealing, since it
mirrors the belief that angels are watching over and protecting us.

INFLUENCE OF THE
ANGELS TAROT
by Jody Boginski Barbessi
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems, Inc.
$26.95, ISBN13: 9781572818545

Jody points out several similarities between what we can learn from
tarot and what insights angel work can bring.
GG The stories behind the named angels (and angels in general) inform us about human hopes and
fears, as well as our ideas about good and evil.
GG Angels caution and instruct us, as well as help us heal in much the same way as a good tarot
reading can do.
GG Angels represent the spiritual realm, while archetypes and other realities presented in the tarot
cards also identify and speak to our spiritual nature.
Influence of the Angels is a 78-card gilt-edge deck. The 184-page illustrated guidebook features indepth descriptions, symbolism and angelic messages. In addition to the 78 tarot cards, two reference
cards are included in this glorious set presented in a deluxe box with gold foil accents.

ANGEL POWER WISDOM CARDS by Gaye Guthrie Matz
Angel Power Wisdom Cards were created by Gaye Guthrie Matz to inspire you to believe in yourself and empower you to follow your
dreams. She believes when you tap into the magic and miracles of the angels, anything is possible. The 45-card deck and 40-page
guidebook offer divine guidance, hope, comfort and angelic insights. Each card brings an uplifting message to help you focus your
intentions and to guide you to find the answers you seek. The set can be used for personal development and spiritual learning as you
navigate your way through life’s challenges and joys. They remind you to maintain faith in yourself and the angels and know that you are
not alone.
Gaye shares “Angels in my experience is the phenomena of divine energy bridging the gap between two worlds. The world as we know
it and the world that holds the magic and miracles. The angelic realm is accessible to anyone who has the grace and courage to venture
through the open and welcoming doors. Until I had my first angel experience 25 years ago – I had no idea about angels. But they began
appearing to me in voices, feelings, images, an amazing myriad of writings and stories as well as predictions.
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Since then I have devoted my life to the experiences of the angels,
followed their signs, listened to their counsel, the songs they would
have me hear on the radio, experienced their physical tugs and pulls,
and the many goosebumps to let me know I was on track. I would see
events, predict outcomes and commune with the angels on a day-today basis.
After a few years of gaining some confidence and knowing I wasn’t
alone, I started sharing my experiences with others and ran Angel
Workshops and conducted readings. My consultations used to
leave me feeling drained until I started working with angel cards
for readings and workshops. I never second guess the message
coming from the cards; I always put a great deal of faith into the
messages that are being presented.

ANGEL POWER WISDOM CARDS
by Gaye Guthrie
Artwork by Hiroyuki Satou
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems, Inc.
$22.95, ISBN13: 9781572819528

I have also always used the cards as a life learning modality as you
can get the “heads up” on what is coming your way and how to
gain and take advantage of the opportunities presented. You learn
how to believe in oneself. Life is not easy, but it is more manageable
when you have the Angels in your life.”
The colorful 45-card Angel Power Wisdom deck brings a
contemporary appeal to angel work with vivid artwork and clear
messages that can be applied to modern life. They work with focused,
pure intent, as they accurately guide you to answers. The deck comes
with a 40-page guidebook offering divine guidance.
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AUTUMN SELF-CARE
Harvest, Change, and Letting Go
Adapted Excerpt from Thriving as an Empath:
365 Days of Self-Care for Sensitive People
By Judith Orloff, M.D.

New York Times bestselling author of The Empath’s Survival Guide

to wind down. Following the harvest, the
growing season ends, and we enter a period
of decline. The equinox — when day and
night are of equal length — is a perfect time
to meditate on balance. As days become
colder and darker, leaves stop making
chlorophyll, their green color, which triggers
them to age and decay.
Empaths can be uncomfortable with aging
and the unknown. We feel safe in what’s
predictable. A part of us may resist change
because we fear it. But that’s not nature’s
way. Self-care helps us accept our inner shifts
and growth.
Autumn invites you to reflect on your priorities.
It’s an opportunity for metamorphosis, a
chance to liberate yourself from outdated
beliefs, resentments, or relationships. Ask
yourself,
THRIVING AS AN EMPATH: 365 Days of
Self-Care for Sensitive People
by Judith Orloff, MD
Publisher: Sounds True
$24.95, ISBN13: 9781683642916

Autumn is a time to harvest the fruits of
your work and your life. It’s a period of
transformation and letting go symbolized by
the earth element, a stabilizing force during
this season’s dramatic shifts.
Autumn offers a special gift from the trees:
the splendor of transforming foliage. A light
show of blazing red, orange, and golden
leaves enchants many locations, a feast for
an empath’s senses. In the spirit of the leaves,
celebrate the progress you have made this
year.
Autumn is also a teacher of change. School
and work resume, and soon the year begins
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the interesting, sensitive person you are. Feel
your logical and intuitive selves coming
together in a balanced way. You can turn to
each form of wisdom whenever you choose.
The experience of equanimity is within you.
Meditating on this will center you and help
you flow with the upcoming seasons of
dormancy and change.

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I am connected to the
cycles of nature and light.
I will feel the sublimely
perfect alignment of my
body with the universal
forces.

“What are my burdens? How can I release
them?” Autumn offers a deeper experience
of your own transformation and spirituality.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
The Challenge of Change
As the autumn wind begins to blow and
leaves drift from the trees, nature prepares
for her metamorphosis. Nature doesn’t resist
change. It is a dynamic part of her dormancy
and rebirth cycles. You, too, are shedding
what’s extraneous. Then, when spring comes,
you will prepare for your own rebirth.
During the autumn equinox, when day and
night are of equal length, nature lets you
experience harmony. On the evening of the
equinox, plan to meditate on balancing your
mind, body, and soul. In quiet moments,
thank each part of yourself for making you

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
Radiant Aging
Aging is not a disease. It is an organic
unfolding that we can optimize when we
learn to tap into our vital energies and release
fears.
How you age is more in your control than you
may think. Research has shown that illness
doesn’t have to be associated with age. If
you follow a healthy lifestyle and diet, utilize
preventive services, and engage with family
and friends in a positive way, you are more
likely to remain fit and have fewer medical
issues. No matter your age, you can create
positive changes in your body.

EVOLVE!
If you view aging from a spiritual perspective,
your outlook shifts. Then you see that there is
more to you than the material world or ego.
You are consoled by knowing that your soul
lives in a realm beyond time and space.
I believe that after we reach fifty-five, we
should stop assigning people any ages and
simply graduate into the wondrous “realm of
discovery.” I would love to stop using the word
“aging” entirely and substitute “evolving”
instead. Though it’s difficult to release our
society ’s shaming stereotypes about
becoming an elder, as sensitive people on a
spiritual path, we can more constructively
approach this process.

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I will not fear aging.
I will reject outmoded
stereotypes about getting
older and vow to age
and evolve in a radiant,
compassionate way.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
Humility
Humility is one of the highest spiritual
qualities. It is a form of strength, not of low
self-esteem. It is the opposite of narcissism
or arrogance. Humility means that you pay
homage to your tiny but indispensable
place in the universe and know that you
are but a speck in the cosmic matrix of love.
Through your actions, work, and behavior,
you can contribute to that love, which is a
noble purpose. Humility and empathy are
wedded to each other. Humble people care
about others and realize that we are all on
the same level. No one is more important
than anyone else.
Humility allows you to admit when you are
wrong and to be open to other people’s
needs. It makes you flexible, not rigid. When
your ego tries to intrude, notice it, but decline
its unevolved (though often tempting)
propositions such as the need to be right. Be
humble and caring as much as you can.
Confucius said, “Humility is the solid
foundation of all virtues.”

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I will practice humility in
my life and contribute good
to the world.
I will not be seduced by
ego or greed or put myself
above or below anyone.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
Cleansing Tears
Tears are a sign of courage, strength, and
authenticity for both men and women. In my
medical practice, I’ve repeatedly witnessed
their healing power. They are your body’s
release from stress, sadness, depression, grief,
anxiety, and frustration. You also may cry tears
of happiness when a child is born or tears of
relief when a difficulty has passed.
I am grateful when I cry. It feels cleansing —
a way to purge pent-up emotions so they
don’t lodge in my body as empathic stress
symptoms such as fatigue or pain.
To stay vibrant and let go of stress, I encourage
you to cry. Your tears have numerous health
benefits. Like the ocean, they are composed
of salt water. While they protect your eyes
by lubricating them and removing irritants,
they also eliminate stress hormones, and
they contain antibodies that fight pathogens.
Cry when you feel like it. Whether you’ve
absorbed distress from other people or are
working through your own emotions, tears
will help you heal more quickly. If they are
not forthcoming, invite them in by focusing
on something that upsets you. Being aware
of your feelings lets you quickly release pain

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I will see tears as an
expression of my inner
power and authenticity.
I will not hold them back
but will let them flow freely.

when you cry. In happy situations, allow tears
to be a spontaneous expression of your joy.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
I Am a Spiritual Being
Everything you go through, everyone you
meet is destined to teach you something.
In the most positive sense, you came here
on your own, and you will depart from this
plane on your own. In the meantime, during
this period called “life,” you can build your
heartfulness and love. These are qualities that
you will take with you on your continuing
spiritual journey.
Focus on being a good person, which is often
harder than it sounds. This entails being kind
and generous to yourself and others. But be
careful not to overly identify with the material
world or your physical form. Nevertheless,
learning from both of them and from all your
life experiences enables you to become a
good person — a noteworthy spiritual
accomplishment. Every moment of every day,
let your light shine brighter. Allow your
spirituality and love to emerge in stronger,
more confident ways.

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I am a spiritual being
having a human experience.
I accept my challenges and
vow to be a good person.
I will always develop
loving-kindness in myself.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE:
I Am Accountable
Emotional maturity means being humbly
accountable for your actions and emotions.
In Judaism, Yom Kippur — the Day of
Atonement — is observed around this time.
The tradition is that you search your heart
to admit when you have wronged someone
and then take responsibility for your part of a
situation. You compassionately review where
you might have fallen short, been uncaring,
or even intentionally caused harm. The raw
honesty of these admissions will help free
you from carrying the burden of these acts.
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In addition, you can make amends whenever possible. So in this spirit of clearing bad karma,
review your previous year and be courageously accountable. For instance, you can say inwardly
or aloud or write in your journal:
I am accountable.
I have hurt people.
I have caused harm.
I have been self-absorbed.
I have been miserly.
I have not loved with all my might.
Feel free to fill in whatever statements apply to you. Taking responsibility can help you release
negativity and set a compassionate tone for the year ahead.

SET YOUR INTENTION
I am accountable for the hurt I might have caused others.
I will admit my shortcomings and stay mindful
of how my actions affect others.
I want to become a more loving and aware person.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE: Make Amends
The liberating process of making amends involves being accountable for your actions. It lets
you clean the slate so that negative feelings don’t linger in your relationships. The sooner you
do this, the faster you can release old hurts.
An amend is when you apologize for a behavior that may have harmed or disturbed someone,
as long as it doesn’t inflict more pain on others. Perhaps you were snippy to a friend because
you were in a hurry. Or you made an unkind remark to your mate. Perhaps you gossiped
and bad-mouthed people. Or you dismissed your sensitive child’s emotional needs. Larger,
more concrete “living” amends can entail repaying a financial debt, offering to help a friend
in need when you weren’t available to assist before, or returning someone’s belongings. You
can sincerely say, “I am sorry that I hurt you or I wasn’t as present for you or I was financially
irresponsible.”
Amends are energetically cleansing for you and others. Sometimes you can’t reverse the hurt
you caused, but you can do your best to own your part in it and repair a situation.
Every evening for the next week, reflect on any amends that you need to make for that day
or from the past. Come from a humble place to clear the air with someone.

SET YOUR INTENTION
Even my ego resists, I will make amends to those
whom I have hurt or was insensitive to.
I will approach them with humility.

ºº DAILY SELF-CARE: Let Go of Resentments
A resentment is a grudge that you hold after you’ve felt hurt or mistreated. It’s easy to fixate
on all the situations that angered you, from a coworker who snubbed you to a spouse who
betrayed you. If you asked your friends, you’d probably get a lot of them on your side about
your right to stay resentful. Yes, someone wronged you. You are entitled to be angry and hurt.

PICTURED: Judith Orloff, MD

But is that the bitter person you want to be?
Instead, try to release resentments and let
compassion purify them.
Buddha says that holding onto resentments,
is like “grasping a hot coal with the intent of
throwing it at someone else, but you are the
one who gets burned.” Resentments only
damage you and keep you obsessed on
misery or even revenge. It’s helpful to list your
resentments in your journal. Once you know
what they are, releasing them increases your
energy and clarity. The relief of letting go of
a resentment is that you can focus on your
current life without being stuck in your past
or becoming a broken record of complaints.
You are free to enjoy the spaciousness of love,
kindness, and community.

SET YOUR
INTENTION
I will choose one
resentment and pray to let
it go so that I can move on.
With not attachment
or ego, I can feel this
hinderance disappear.

Thriving as an Empath is my tribute to an
empath’s loving heart and to the sacredness
of time. No matter what: keep loving, keep
taking deep breaths, and keep looking at the
starlit sky.
© 2019 Judith Orloff, MD
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You are Like a Seed
New Book From The Publisher Of The Invisible String!

It sounds pretty simple: plant some seeds, add water, sunshine,
and in time tiny sprouts pop up through the ground. It only seems
natural that if you follow the same steps, you’ll get the same results —
but it doesn’t always happen that way. Not all seeds become hearty and
healthy fruits and vegetables. Why?
There are many ways to help a seed grow up strong and healthy. The
same can be said of a child and the benefits of a happy and healthy home,
with a nurturing family that tends the garden and feeds the soul. Author
Michaun Madsen saw the similarities and created a story illustrating this
growth process so young minds can actually see and better understand the
benefits of a healthy body, mind, and spirit.

By Michaun Madsen
Illustrated by Alyssa De Asis

Here’s a book to help ease the frustrations of growing up. YOU ARE LIKE A SEED teaches
kids to trust their authentic self, knowing that deep inside, they already have everything it takes
to experience a life of happiness.
Author MICHAUN MADSEN is an attorney, devoted wife, and mother of three young daughters
residing in San Diego. As a parent, she found that teaching life lessons through stories provided a fun
twist to growing up. Michaun earned two degrees in both Psychology and Sociology prior to becoming
an attorney, and now volunteers extensively with the kids in her area while organizing and managing a
large youth program for girls ages 11-18. She also enjoys yoga, meditation, surfing and spending time
with her family.

A Seed Is A Tiny Miracle . . . And So Are You!

YOU ARE LIKE A SEED

by Michaun Madsen
Alyssa de Asis (Illustrator)
Publisher: DeVorss & Co
$14.95, ISBN:9780875169026
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How the Angels Talk to You
An excerpt from The Angel Experiment

While some people think of angels

as being sweet, loving, heavenly
beings who sit around singing and playing the harp, in The Angel Experiment: A
21-Day Magical Adventure to Heal Your Life, author Corin Grillo assures readers that angels are actually powerful allies who are always available to help
them manifest the health, wealth, and life of their dreams.
The Angel Experiment is based on a popular 21-day course Grillo has been
offering only since 2015, with miraculous results. It outlines a nonreligious,
yet highly spiritual, step-by-step method for working with the angels in just
five to ten minutes a day for 21 days. The book’s guided daily meditations
and invocations offer readers a tangible experience of how angels can help
hem manifest the life they truly desire. We hope you’ll enjoy this excerpt
from the book.

People often get impatient when they begin consciously working with angels
because they want a big, juicy, explosive first encounter with their angels. If
you are someone who is waiting for Archangel Michael to make a 3-D appearance in your room, giant wings ablaze and angel choirs singing in the
background, then you may be waiting a while. Though I am a huge fan of
big and juicy angel encounters, from the years of doing this work for myself
and others, I know that the angels don’t always come through that way.

Corin Grillo is the author
of The Angel Experiment and
founder of the Angel Alchemy
Academy. A trained psychotherapist, angel channel, healer,
and teacher, Corin has helped
thousands of people all over the
world go from angel-curious
to angel-powered. She lives in
Northern California. Visit her
online at www.CorinGrillo.com

Patience is required when working with angels, and so is managing your expectations. Those are two big keys in allowing
angel messages to come through.
It’s one thing to pray to or invoke the angels, but it’s a whole different thing to actually be aware of the answers they bring.
Subtle Angel Signs: Intuition and Your Intuitive Senses
Angel signs won’t always look like what you might expect them to look like. Sometimes they will be big and loud, but
other times they will be subtle and soft. The key to being able to recognize those signs, and to receiving the angels’ love
and clear guidance as a result, is to tap into your gut instincts and your subtle senses, also known as your intuition.
We all have intuition, whether we are aware of it or not. Your intuition is like a muscle, and the more you flex it, the
greater it grows.
Listening to your intuition and your intuitive senses is the most important skill you can learn in
working with angels. Your intuition holds the voice of your soul, your song, and your essence. It’s through your intuition,
your thoughts, and your feelings that the angels pass on amazing loving guidance. I don’t want you to miss this guidance,
because you could be missing pure gold.
It takes some practice, but if all you did was slow down and learn to listen to the still, small voice of your heart, instead
of that wild pack of wolves in your head, life would go a lot more smoothly.
Ever have an epiphany or a really amazing idea that all of a sudden hits you over the head? That just might be your
invisible posse, your dear angels, showering you with divine inspiration.
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Ever needed to solve a problem in
your life and the solution came to
you out of the blue when you weren’t
even thinking about it? Yeah, that was
your angels too.

Finding any color or kind of feather
is often a message or validation from
the angels and Spirit. However, white
feathers are classically known to represent love from the angels.

sky and through cloud formations,
rainbows, or light anomalies in the
sky. In our online angel community,
people post images of these beautiful
sights almost daily.

The more you pay attention to your
thoughts and feelings, the more you
will become attuned to when your
angels are helping you out and giving
you guidance.

Keep your eyes peeled for feathers
along your path. They are meaningful
and often come at times when you
need validation or an extra dose of
good juju.

More Obvious Angel Signs
Over the past few years, I have been
hosting a Facebook group called the
7-Day Miracle Challenge, and it’s
a place where angel lovers all over
the world gather to share their angel
experiences. People post daily about
their angel experiences, and some
fantastic and mind-blowing things
are happening for them.

2. Light
Angels are made of light, so often angels can show up and manifest as all
kinds of light anomalies. Some people
catch twinkles in the corner of their
eye or see flashing colors when they
close their eyes. Sometimes angels
will even show up as orbs, rays, or
streaks in photos.

Another popular way that nature
and the angels conspire together to
give you love is through the beautiful animals. Birds showing up at just
the right time or peculiar animals
showing up and looking at you in
meaningful ways are often signs from
the angels that you are supported and
that the angels are listening.

Here are some of the more common angel signs and experiences
that people report in our Facebook
community and that I have also experienced along the way.
1. Feathers
Finding feathers on the ground or in
interesting places is one of the most
popular experiences that people post
about in our group.

Keep your eyes peeled for lights dancing in the variety of ways that they
can, and trust that it’s angel activity.
3. Signs (Literally)
Sometimes angels will communicate
with you through signs such as license
plates, magazines, billboards, and
bumper stickers. This type of message
gets reported to me all the time and is
probably one of the most prominent
ways that the angels communicated
to me in the beginning.
Also pay special attention if you see
bible verses highlighted on license
plates or anywhere else. If you see a
sign that says Psalms 91:11 or something else that might seem like a bible
verse, make sure to look it up. These
are often direct communications to
you by your angels. Usually the messages are exactly what you need when
you need them.

ANGEL EXPERIMENT: A 21-Day
Magical Adventure To Heal
Your Life
by Corin Grillo
Publisher: New World Library
$15.95, ISBN:9781608686254

It is amazing what the angels can do
with all the signs that are around us,
so if you happen to start seeing meaningful words or are drawn to certain
cars’ license plates or billboards, trust
that these are true messages from your
angels. They can be so spot-on and obvious that it will knock your socks off!
4. Nature
Nature is a powerful vehicle for angelic and divine manifestations. Angels love showing themselves in the

On a side note, if you see the same
kind of animal over and over again,
please do an internet search on that
animal. For example, if you see robins everywhere you look, search for
“robin spirit animal.” You just might
be blown away at how the meaning
of that particular animal is exactly
what you need.
5. Recurring Numbers
A classic number that pops up
regularly when working with angels is
444, but any number that appears in
triples — like, 111, 222, 333, etc. —
can also be a sign of angel juju. Each
number has different meanings, so
if you see a number repeating often,
google it! There are many interpretations of the significance of these
numbers, so it’s really up to you and
your intuition to decide what makes
sense for you. As with so many angel
signs, you’ll often be amazed at how
the numbers’ meanings exactly match
the kind of guidance and validation
you need.
7. People
Messages also come through other
people, so pay attention. Is someone
sharing with you something you were
just asking the angels for help with?
Did you hear someone talking on the
subway about a specific topic that is
somehow related to information you
are asking for?
It is fascinating how the right people
show up in your life and give you
exactly what you need, right when
you need it. The more you work with
angels, the more this happens.
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Children are particularly wonderful at delivering messages from the
angelic realm because they are still
so open — they haven’t closed themselves off yet to magic or to the spirit
world. They sometimes can directly
channel angel messages without even
knowing why they are saying what
they are saying. It’s quite beautiful
and profound, so instead of always
thinking that you are there to teach
your child about life, be open to the
fact that your child is also there to
teach you a thing or two that goes
beyond reason. The wisdom that
can pour through them can be quite
amazing.
8. Music
Angels can bring you love, comfort,
and even advice over the radio waves,
and they do it masterfully and with
absolute divine timing. I can’t count
the number of times I have walked
into a grocery store or an office
building, and the song playing over
the speakers seemed like a direct
message from my angels. Many
people in our community also report
the incredible gifts that the angelic
realm brings to them through song, in
exactly the moment when they need
the message most.
Open your ears. You will be surprised
by how often the songs on the radio,
jingles in commercials, or music
piped in at the dentist’s office will
speak directly to you and your life
circumstances.

9. Dreams
Angels can also make appearances
in your dreams to bring you miraculous solutions. Please pay attention
to your dreams. Write down your
dreams every morning, and review
them frequently, because often there
are gems hidden within them that are
the answers to our deepest questions
and prayers.
10. Synchronicities
Synchronicities — what many call
“coincidences” — are very common
when you are calling on the angels
for support. It is the angels’ way of
showing you that you are on the right
track, encouraging you to have faith
and to trust in what is happening.
You are actually getting signs and
synchronicities daily already, but you
simply haven’t been paying attention
to them as much as you can. The
more you do this work, the more they
will pop out at you.
11. Social Media
Social media platforms such as
Facebook and Instagram are places
where angels like to hang out and
send messages, give validation, and
hand out answers to questions. Ever
see a quote on your feed just when
you needed to hear that exact advice?
Guess who sent you that message?
That’s right, the angels.

The angels are absolutely relentless
when it comes to your social media
newsfeed, so make sure to pay attention to the information that pops
up there.
12. Touch
Yes, the angels can and will touch
you. This is by far my favorite kind
of angel encounter. People all over
the world report having goose bumps
when the angels are near. We call
those “angel bumps.” They also can
tap your shoulder, give you a little
peck on the cheek, hold your hand,
or give you an overarching feeling of
warmth and comfort.
Working with angels will open up and
activate your energy body. People
often start feeling tingly electrical
currents moving through their bodies when angels are near, and these
tingles are often accompanied by
feelings of peace, comfort, and/or joy.
So if you are overcome with a feeling
of effervescent warmth and comfort,
please know it is your angels wrapping their goodness around you to
show you that they are with you.
Excerpted from the book The Angel
Experiment. Copyright ©2019 by
Corin Grillo. Printed with permission
from New World Library —
newworldlibrary.com.

Angel Experiment: A 21-Day Magical Adventure To Heal Your Life
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When a friend offered author Corin Grillo a session of angel healing, Grillo was doubtful. But
she was also a burnt—out psychotherapist, guilt—ridden about how little time and energy
she had for her daughter, depressed, threatened with foreclosure and, oh yeah, drinking
a tad too much. Grillo walked out of that initial reading with renewed energy and a
rare—to—her sense of calm, peace, and hope. She resolved to keep talking to and
studying angels. She soon learned that angels were not wimpy harp—playing
creatures but powerful warriors ready and waiting, 24/7, to hear from us. Grillo
discovered the ways that indigenous peoples and the faithful of all major world
religions have called on benevolent beings, sent from God/Source/Creator,
to aid humans. The results Grillo saw in herself were undeniable and as she
began offering her 21—day workshop to others, any remaining skepticism on
her part was gone. Here are inspiring stories of physical and emotional healing, finances improving, and addictions vanishing. Grillo offers a variety of
techniques for various life challenges and the specific angels to be approached.
Her down—to—earth spiritual wisdom shows that anyone, believer or skeptic,
can tap into a power just waiting for us to ask.

You’re Ready for the
Next Level of Healing
Amma the Divine Mother, the Golden Elohim,
and Amiya through Dr. Cathy Chapman

Amma: Blessings to you, dear ones. I have been asked to talk about the purpose of the books I
requested this one (Dr. Cathy Chapman) to bring in.
Since this is not my usual message to you, let me identify myself. I am Amma, the Divine Mother of the
divine mothers, and I am your mother. You grew within my womb from the instant you decided to split
from the Oneness to assist the Oneness in exploring love as one who has forgotten who you are as an
infinite being. And who are you? You were created from Love itself, which makes you Love Incarnate.
You are the expression of One, whom you call God, which makes you the power and presence of God
here on this planet.
First, here’s why I asked this particular soul to be the channel for this information: Dr. Cathy’s soul
expression throughout her many lifetimes has been to learn about the human experience to assist her in
learning more about the many aspects of love. Her soul plan was to take the wisdom and knowledge of
those numerous lifetimes and be a conduit for information to facilitate healing in all areas of the human
experience.
In this lifetime, she has explored the spiritual path as a Catholic Sister of the Dominican order and
then was called to explore alternative spiritualities as well as mind-body psychology. When you study
the human body, you learn that cells are the basic building blocks. For the energy field, you learn about
the chakras, aura, meridians, and other structures. However, you do not learn about Encodements,
which are the basic building blocks of everything.
Encodements are particles of Love that come together to form everything — atoms and parts of
atoms, thus cells, energy structures, and even feelings. Everything you see and experience is built from
Encodements.
Encodements come together to program your lifetime for what you will experience, the people you will
be attracted to, and the possibilities and potentials in your life. This information is in the first book,
Change Your Encodements, Your Life, Your DNA. In this text, you learn about the power of Archangel
Michael’s Sword, which can be merged with your energy.

New Healing
Modalities Are Now
Available
It has been fifteen years since I gave
Dr. Cathy the information about
Encodements. Now I’ve asked her
to bring in The Creation of Form and
Amiya’s Encyclopedia of Healing
series. Why so long? Those of you who
enjoy a fine whiskey, how long are those
aged? Fine cheese, although not aged
as long as fine whiskey, still develops its
flavor over time. Your balsamic vinegars
are aged for twelve years or more.
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The knowledge of Encodements
needed time to be used and explored.
The channel needed to understand
the power of connecting with the
Encodement Technicians and the rest
of the Healing Team. She needed to
understand and experience how to
use Encodements to balance energies
from this lifetime and other lifetimes.
She needed to hear about others’
experiences using Encodements.
Dr. Cathy needed to have her own
experiences so that she could trust the
amazing beings who have worked with
Encodements from the beginning of
creation.

The seasoning, or the aging, of this
material has been done. Abba and I
want this information to go out into the
world and to be used by as many people
as possible. There are amazing souls
who have devoted their lives to bring
healing to the planet and those on it.
Working with Encodements is not
an individual healing modality.
Encodements can be integrated with
whatever healing techniques you use:
allopathic medicine as well as any form
of energy or emotional healing method.
You can use Encodements to assist in
opening your intuition, thus accessing

information to, say, design a bridge or
a piece of technology. You can improve
your relationships, change your life
path, and rid yourself of long-standing
and sabotaging behavioral patterns.

speak as one, gathering the wisdom and knowledge they have acquired over the
ages of your time. They, of course, exist outside of time. I believe it would assist
you most if those I asked to bring in this information speak to you of their roles.

Facilitate Personal
Healing

The Golden Elohim (Ah-ie-a-ha-no-mah-nee-ma): Amma asked us to bring
in information on how to create. Your world is changing because the energy is
changing. You may think the world is changing for the worst because that is what is
seen through your media. Your media shows you the old energy being released. It
rarely shows what is coming into the world. It rarely shows what people are doing
to bring love, joy, and peace to others.

In each book, you have the opportunity
to choose to heal. Dr. Cathy’s life
path is one of a facilitator of healing
and teaching. You could say it is near
impossible for her to teach without
including healing. I work with her in
accordance to her path by giving her
the information as well as ways to heal.
When you read the books simply for
the information and follow each healing
exercise, you will achieve tremendous
healing in your life. You do not need
to be a healing facilitator. You are
always the one who facilitates your own
healing. By reading these books and
following the exercises within, you can
improve your life in multitudes of ways
without having to work with others.
You will notice I am not the primary
courier of information for this series. I
have asked Dr. Cathy to work with the
Golden Elohim, beings who work with
creation, and my wonderful Healing
Friends, who work with me to heal
others. Dr. Cathy calls my Healing
Friends Amiya.
The Golden Elohim and Amiya are
group energies of many beings. They

GOLDEN ELOHIM ON THE
CREATION OF FORM
by Cathy Chapman, PhD
Publisher: Light Technology
$19.95, ISBN13: 9781622330676

The Creation of Form

The information we give you in the Creation of Form is more than a how-to manual.
Follow and practice the exercises to learn to create. We will be there to assist you.
Set your intention and perform only the actions in your life that will bring your
intention to fruition. If you wish to make bread, then keep your focus on the bread.
Do not wander off and allow the dough to rise so much that it falls. Do not wander
from the path of your intention.
Humans easily wander from their paths of intention. This we know. There are
many distractions in your lives, both internally and externally. Your internal
distractions — your thoughts, feelings, and beliefs — are what cause you to be
distracted by the external. Your fear of the internal is so strong that you prefer the
distraction of the external.
To create, you need focus. You need fewer distractions. You will find numerous
healing exercises within the pages of the Creation of Form. Embrace the healing
exercises if you do nothing else with this information; they will shift your
consciousness to become a confident creator.

Amiya’s Encyclopedia of Healing
Amiya (Ah-ya-me-de-yah-ta-say-na): We are Amiya, the Divine Mother’s
Healing Friends. Our specialty is working to heal the humans here on Earth.
Some of Amma’s Healing Friends work with healing on other planets and galaxies.
Amma asked us to bring the information for an encyclopedia of healing through
this one (Dr. Cathy).
There are two parts of this encyclopedia. There are three books to give you the
basic information of the energy structures of the human form: The Human Energy

AMIYA'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
HEALING: From Birth to
Conception

AMIYA'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF HEALING: The Human
Energy Field—Auras

AMIYA'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF HEALING: The Human
Energy Field—Chakras

by Cathy Chapman, PhD
Publisher: Light Technology
$15.95, ISBN13: 9781622330652

by Cathy Chapman, PhD
Publisher: Light Technology
$15.95, ISBN13: 9781622330683

by Cathy Chapman, PhD
Publisher: Light Technology
$19.95, ISBN13: 9781622330690
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About Cathy Chapman, PhD
Dr. Cathy Chapman is both a facilitator of healing and a channel
for Amma, the Divine Mother, as well as those Amma has asked
her to channel. Amma has asked Dr. Cathy to work with Amma’s
Healing Friends, known as Amiya, to bring in Amiya’s Encyclopedia
of Healing series (in progress). Dr. Cathy lives in Sedona, Arizona,
with her dogs Frick and Frack.

Field: Auras, The Human Energy
Field: Chakras, The Human Energy
Field: Hidden Power Structures. The
information on the chakras and the
aura is new; there is information about
their structures few people are aware of.
Did you know there are “gaps” within
your chakras and aura that can hold
congested energy? We tell you how to
release this energy quickly and easily,
inviting healing.
In the Hidden Power Structures [in
process for 2020 release], you will
learn more about structures you have
heard of — the pranic tube, the hara
line, the core star, and more. You will
learn about the heart’s healing center
and how to use it. You’ll discover how
to form holograms of geometry to
facilitate your healing. Once you have
the information from these three books,
you will move to the healing topics
presented in the other books in the
series.
The first topic was given before we gave
you the information on the structures.
We wanted you to have a book to
heal the beginning of your life, From
Conception to Birth. We recommend
you read and use this book after
the Creation of Form. It provides the
foundation of healing the wounds that
began before your conception and as
you grew in the womb. As you read,
you will learn. As you learn, you will
receive healing.

Future Books in
the Series
After completion of The Human Energy
Field: Hidden Power Structures, we
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will bring through a number of topics
explaining the complexities of healing
wounds in various areas. Some of the
information will naturally overlap. In
each book, you will receive information
to feed the left brain along with
experiences to heal your life. By reading
each book in the series, you will be
taken on a healing journey deeper and
broader than you can imagine.
A major impediment to healing
emotional wounds is the belief that
wounds are only emotional. Every
wound affects the energy field (the
emotional, mental, and spiritual
bodies) as well the physical body. The
more severe the wound, the more
parts of you (energetic and physical)
are involved. Each book addresses
these complexities, such as the energy
field, the DNA, hormones, the brain,
neurotransmitters, and the rest of the
physical body.
We will bring you information on the
resolution of trauma, including living
in dysfunctional homes, being severely
hurt physically or emotionally, and
receiving the diagnosis of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). The differences
of PTSD from abuse and the
experiences of war will be discussed.
There will also be discussions about
and healing opportunities for those
currently experiencing trauma, such as
living in a war zone.
Another set of messages will focus on
gender and sexuality wounds. If the
people on your planet would accept
people as they are and not attempt
to force them to be who you think
they should be, there would be few of
these wounds. We will offer healing

for those who have been wounded by
being rejected for who they are, being
punished for who they are, and being
sexually abused. We will give processes
for clearing the confusion some have
regarding their personal identities so
that they can move forward with joy
along their chosen paths.
Other books will cover the topics of
healing the wounds from childhood,
teenage years, relationships, and
spirituality. There will also be books on
healing the physical body (both chronic
and acute illnesses), aging, and mental
disorders. We will end the series with
a book on furthering your expansion
as a being of light. There may be other
topics as requested.

Become an Instrument
of Healing
Amiya’s Encyclopedia of Healing
series is designed for people to absorb
the information and to use the healing
techniques presented. The goal is for
people to learn the importance of
releasing that which they no longer
need. Once you release the wounds of
the past and then integrate the wisdom
and knowledge from experiencing those
wounds, you will return to your present
life happier and healthier. You will be
filled with joy!
You can then focus on being a beacon
of light to the world so that others may
also heal. In this way, you can be an
instrument of healing for the entire
planet by doing your own healing.

Sacred Smoke
Introduction

By Amy Blackthorn

So, why incense? Why bathe in the smoke of these fragrant plants, resins,
and flowers? Sacred smoke is a tool of magic and of transformation.
Throughout time people have embraced their sense of smell in new and exciting ways, using delicate flowers, plants, and resins to uplift them and open
their eyes to the world and the universe. The plants they grew were offered
as a dedication, a sacrifice to the gods to have their prayers heard. The ancient
Egyptians burned three different incenses morning, noon, and night: frankincense,
myrrh, and kyphi. We can see this idea carrying over in more recent times in many
indigenous cultures, the Catholic Church, Pagan religions, and New Age practices. And
as we’ve learned more about plants, their practical benefits have also played a part. During World War II, nurses in
makeshift hospitals burned bundles of lavender stems to get rid of “bad air,” as they knew lavender was antiseptic
and hoped burning the dried plant would attain the same results. To some extent it did.
No matter your faith, practicing with sacred smoke is a powerful way to make your intentions known and support
change in your life. Incense isn’t just an alternative to air freshener. Sacred smoke is a shared journey between yourself, the plants around you, and, if you choose, your god or gods—it creates an opportunity to experience and listen
to the natural rhythm of the earth beneath our feet. This book seeks to connect you with these things.
An argument between friends can be hashed out over calming lavender smoke. A home can find prosperity in the
embrace of burning clove powder. Space can be consecrated with the grace and devotional power of cedar. Every
ritual or occasion can be tailored to the language of scent.
Sacred smoke isn’t required for intention work, rituals, and spells, but it certainly does lend an air of the sacred to
separate us from our day-to-day, doesn’t it? We need the trappings of good ritual sometimes. It gives a flair for the
dramatic in a way that turns off the laundry lists, the “honey dos,” and the running commentary. And it does all of
this in a way that all the social media photo filters in the world couldn’t accomplish—by opening up the sense that
draws most powerfully on our memory and associations. Remember, the magic is in us, not in the candles, cauldrons,
wands, or incense.
Magic is a word you’ll see a lot here. Magic is causing change in accordance with your will. Magic is the ability to
take control of what is happening in your life, shuffle those cards, and deal again to ask for a new hand, from God,
the Goddess, the universe—whomever.
Burning incense can offer us a retreat-like atmosphere or it can tell us we are that extra in The Craft as we have
always secretly imagined. It can distract the five-year-old that lives in the back of all of our brains, yelling for stickers, candy, a movie, or something to color while we do the Work. It gives us permission to let everything else take
a back seat, even for a few moments. Most important, it can flip that switch in our brain that quiets the rest of the
day and reminds us that now is our time.
What we’re doing here isn’t just burning plants. We are forming a connection to the earth under our feet. We are
connecting to the people around us, in our homes, and in our lives. We are using these plants to remind us that we
are alive and that we have agency. We can demand better in our lives, and we require better.
You just need time (not a lot, I promise), energy (just barely more than it takes to get off the couch from your latest
streaming binge), and the materials. It’s getting the information to know what to do that is the vital part—and that’s
right here in what you’re holding, so you’re already halfway there.
When we start to delve into the herbal correspondences, the critical part is to not let it get overwhelming. Take it in
small pieces. Remember, the goal is not to try to memorize everything. The goal is to work with the plant materials
that you enjoy and get to know three or so elements inside and out before moving on to another three.
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That way you know those herbs or resins and can really start to put them
together in new and exciting ways.
This simple way of approaching those plants that make you happy and make
your heart sing is much more viable and nourishing than expecting anyone
to memorize any books on incense or herbs. That’s setting you up for failure,
and I’ll never do that. Cross my heart.

How are you going to get your burn on and start on all this life-changing?
You can do these activities any day, anytime. I’d say anywhere, but I’m pretty
sure the health department frowns on you lighting up your favorite herbal
bundle to cleanse all the other restaurant patrons of any lingering negativity.
But outside of commonsense no-no’s, there really aren’t a lot of rules about
where to use cleansing, sacred smoke. Any area of your home can serve as
a retreat space that can be enhanced by herbal smoke. Sacred smoke in a
bedroom a half-hour before bed allows the room to be fragranced, but the
place isn’t so smoky that it makes it hard to feel safe falling asleep. (As long
as we’re following the rules about fire safety, everything should be okay.) In
the kitchen, incense can remind us of the sacred tasks of nourishing our body,
mind, and spirit, while clearing out lingering odors of strongly scented dishes.
When the living room is graced with a delicate scent of dried herbs, it gives
us permission to relax and let go of the stresses of the day with a good book
or a television show before retiring for the night.
Tracking lunar phases isn’t necessary when doing intention work with herbal
smoke, but that can help if you work with them already. It’s the choice of
incense components that is essential, as what you pick speaks to the intent
behind each change. For example, lavender and frankincense can be ground
together in a mortar and pestle and then burned to protect secrets, promote
balance, or even stimulate the scales of justice. In these pages you’ll learn
about these and many other options. You’ll also learn that just because something smells good, doesn’t mean it will be great to burn. Dried pepper¬mint
smells good in sachets, but without accompanying herbs in your blend, the
heat of the smoke and the cold of the menthol can create a confusing smell
in your nose. Not everything will smell the same burning as it does dried.
Inside this book you’ll find the following:
Brass Tacks. These sections offer helpful and practical ways to practice the
techniques that are foundational not only to developing this sacred smoke
practice, but also to the focus for the specific chapter in which you find
yourself.
Changing Seasons: Rites for the Passage of Time. These rites are provided for working through the seasons and evolving practice over time.
Well-Being: Checking on Energetic Health. Learn techniques to check in
on the energetic health of yourself, your home, and your hearth so negative
energies don’t have time to build up. With regular attention and cleansings,
things don’t have the time to get to problematic levels.
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Just remember to stop and think about your ultimate goal. Write it down if
you can before starting any work so you can really make sure you’ve thought
about it from all the angles. We don’t have the luxury of blaming anyone or
anything but ourselves for our actions. There is no “the devil made me do it”
here. It’s all about personal responsibility.

About the Author
Amy Blackthorn has been
described as an “arcane horticulturists”
for her life-long work with magical
plants and teaching of hoodoo and
plant-based magic. She incorporates
her experiences in British Traditional
Witchcraft with her horticulture
studies. She is trained as a clinical
aroma therapist and is ordained
through the Gryphon’s Grove School
of Shamanism. Amy has appeared
on HuffPost Live, Yahoo News,
and Top 10 Secrets and Mysteries
(Episode: “Supernatural Abilities”).
Her interviews have appeared in the
Associated Press, the Baltimore Sun,
BankRate.com, Realtor.com, the
Connecticut Post, and more. She is the
author of Blacthorn’s Botanical Magic:
The Green Witch’s Guide to Essential
Oils for Spellcraft, Ritual & Healing
(Weiser, 2018).
Amy’s company, Blackthorn Hoodoo
Blends, creates tea based on old Hoodoo
formulas. She lives in Delaware.
Visit her at amyblackthorn.com

Featured Herbs and Resins. Each chapter shares a featured herb and resin
or wood aligning with its theme so that we can delve a little deeper into the
relationship with those plant allies and learn more about them one-on-one.
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A Conversation With Amy Blackthorn
What Made You Want To Write Sacred Smoke?
Cleansing our space has become such a common
practice that I often see materials like sage in my
local grocery stores. That being said, there are so
many people that know what smoke cleansing is
but aren’t sure how to do it or if they are doing
it properly.
What’s The Difference Between The Sticks You
Find At The Mall And The Type Of Smoke
Cleansing Discussed In The Book?
First, it’s important to know that sage is wildcrafted, meaning it doesn’t grow well when farmed,
so someone has to harvest it by hand. Most sage
grows on protected native land. When you use
white sage, it helps to support indigenous peoples.
If you see one of the cheap smudging sticks in a
mall store, there is a chance it has been created
from sage that was poached from native lands.
You’re A Witch. Do You Need To Be A Witch
To Cleanse Your Space?
Absolutely not. We could all stand to freshen up
our spaces a bit. As a matter of fact, one of the
shops in my hometown of Baltimore goes out and
performs ceremonies to cleanse spaces after there
has been a shooting. It’s hard for them to keep
smoke cleansing materials in stock. Cleansing
is a beautiful way to honor the feelings of those
left behind.
What Is Your Favorite Incense Story?
The first time I realized the power of incense was
during a family funeral. I was anxious about being there and having to deal with extended family drama before my mom arrived. The Catholic
Church in my old neighborhood smelled the same
as it did when I was a kid, and as soon as the censor and casket rolled past me, I calmed down and
was ready for the service to begin. The switch in
my brain went off. Then I remembered that my
first high priestess had always used frankincense and myrrh before every ritual,
so my brain associated these scents
with the solemnity of ritual. After
I smelled them, I felt grounded
and ready for the service. It was
perfect.
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SACRED SMOKE: Clear Away Negative
Energies & Purify Body, Mind & Spirit
by Amy Blackthorn
Publisher: Red Wheel/Weiser
$14.95, ISBN:9781578636808

Which Scented Smoke Is Your Favorite?
Dragon’s Blood is my absolute favorite. It’s the
resin of the Dracena Draco tree. Don’t worry,
there were no dragon’s were harmed in the making of this incense. It’s warm and sunny, so the
resin smells like sunshine. The resin is blood red,
and when it starts to melt, right before it starts
smoking, it resembles blood. It has this sweet,
musky, almost cherry note to it that is a powerful
ally for protection. You just can’t beat it.
How Did Writing This Book Differ From Your
First Book, Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic?
Blackthorn’s Botanical Magic was really focused on
each of the oils, and felt like a very social experience. I like to equate it going to a dinner party
where you knew everyone, but you have never
seen everyone in this context before; a mixer
where your work friends, your college friends, and
your neighbors all mingle for the first time, and
you are the host trying to get everyone to play
well together. Writing Sacred Smoke
was more of a solo experience.
I had a third of the space to
write it in, and I was looking at the subject as a
whole, not just the gears
that make up the engine,
so to speak. It was a lot of
fun figuring out the writing
process for sure!

The following is an amended excerpt from

78 KEYS TO UNLOCK YOUR
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND

S

everal decades ago I was visiting a psychiatrist friend, chatting. Next to my chair was a small basket with dozens of small boxes. Taking
a closer look, I noticed they were decks of Tarot cards. I chided her for mixing mysticism with modern psychiatry. She explained that she
did not use them for prognostication or readings but for roleplaying and psychological healing—an aspect of Tarot I had not previously
considered.
Tarot cards have always had a special place in my heart and mind. While in college I read the then recently published Lord of the Rings.
From investigating Tolkien, I learned about the Inklings, an informal literary group that had met for decades in bars around the University of
Oxford to encourage each other to write fantasy fiction. This led me to the works of C. S. Lewis. While he is best known for his Narnia novels,
I became fascinated with his Space Trilogy. The idea that science fiction could have a philosophical/religious basis took me aback. However,
the real shock came when I read one of the other Inklings: Charles Williams.
Set in the contemporary world invaded by the marvelous, Williams’ books are by equal measure fascinating, inspiring, and frightening. In War
in Heaven, for instance, the Holy Grail surfaces in an obscure country parish and becomes by turns venerated and an object whose power
is ruthlessly exploited. However, it is Williams’ The Greater Trumps that got me hooked on the Tarot. Here the original Tarot deck and the
accompanying chess-like figures are used by forces friendly and unfriendly to unlock tremendous metaphysical powers. Years later, I clearly
misremembered a scene in which the Sword cards are shuffled and flames spew out, allowing the hero and the heroine to escape the clutches
of the villains. I recently reread the book and learned that no such scene existed! But it should have! And in my mind, this along with many
scenes that are in the Williams book formed my fearful respect of the Tarot.
Thinking back on that, and perusing my friend’s providential laundry basket full of decks, I understood the tremendous power that can be inherent
in the Tarot—the power of imagery can open and expand minds. No wonder my friend found them to be a useful tool for psychological healing.
Most often lives change as a result of long, hard labor; only occasionally by a single sentence. “Why don’t you make a Tarot deck?” my friend
asked, clearly knowing my artistic path. And I was off on a ten-year journey. I became a Traveler within the Tarot. My odyssey took me through
as many lands as trod the original Ulysses. There are many brilliant decks, many brilliant approaches. But my desire was to dive into the
source—to begin my deck at the beginning. I was bent on finding an “original” deck, one with a deep history. To my
mind, there are two.
The Tarot of Marseilles is probably the oldest extant deck. Scholars trace it to 15th century northern Italy, which
was soon after conquered by the French—the deck became known as the Tarot de Marseille. The illustrations are
in the style of block prints one associates with the medieval: large blocks of bold colors contrasting small details.
Another deck with a lasting history is the Rider-Waite deck, published in 1910, illustrated by Pamela Coleman
Smith under the direction of A. E. Waite. While the designs are relatively simple, there is a wealth of symbolism
in the backgrounds and in various details. Much of the symbolism of previous older decks, for instance the
heavy references to mystical Christianity, is not present in this one.
I got one of each deck. Every day I would live with one of the cards—it would be on the desk next to where I
work; if I went out, it would be in my pocket; it would look down on me from a shelf in the kitchen
when I cooked; when I slept, it shared my pillow. It took about six months to “live”
with each of the cards. The second time around, they became old friends ready to tell
their stories. These “conversations” went on for several years. Each time I reunited
with one of the cards, I felt I absorbed more of its mystical essence.

THE ALCHEMICAL VISIONS TAROT
by Arthur Taussig
Publisher: Weiser Books
$49.95, ISBN13: 9781578636419

At the same time, I consulted many books on Tarot interpretation spanning the spectrum
from the introductory to the deep psychological interpretations by Jungian scholars. I
also studied not only the Rider-Waite and Marseilles decks, but also other decks of a
divinatory, esoteric, and occult nature (including Aleister Crowley’s Thoth). This led me to
books on alchemy, the Kabbalah, astrology, and other mystical pursuits.
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So, after a decade of study, I was now ready to create a new Tarot deck, one that would respect the past, hopefully summon the mystical powers
within the cards, and yet be a deck that would visually speak to the modern Traveler on the path of individuation.
And so was born The Alchemical Visions Tarot. (I feel less artist/creator and more midwife.) The resulting deck exhalts much of the ancient
symbolism and extends many of the cards’ meanings, including the Kabbalistic, astrological and, most importantly, alchemical relations to
the cards.
The Alchemical Visions Tarot and this accompanying book present the cards as a journey—or rather, as a process known in alchemy as the Great
Work (Magnum Opus). The ancient alchemists used this term to describe working with the prima materia to create the Philosopher’s Stone.
But here we are not concerned with the transmutation of matter per se, but how the Great Work is a metaphor for the process of unlocking
the deep secrets of the subconscious mind, the “alchemical” process of integrating darkness and light, the above and the below, the “yes” and
“no,” the Anima and Animus, what is known and unknown—the process of individuation, self-consciousness, and becoming whole.
Psychologist Carl Jung was among the first to interpret the alchemical process as an analogy for self-awareness. Within the discussion of the
color symbolism in The Alchemical Visions Tarot, you will see many references to nigredo, albedo, citrinitas, and rubedo. In the vocabulary of
Jungian archetypes, nigredo is the Shadow; albedo refers to the Anima and Animus (contra-gender images); citrinitas is the sage; and rubedo
is the Self that has achieved wholeness.

The Traveler’s journey has also been called the Hero’s Journey, and most interpreters of the Tarot see it symbolically unfolding through the 22
cards of the Major Arcana, most often starting with 0, the Fool. The Alchemical Visions Tarot presents all 78 cards of the Tarot as prescriptive of
the journey, and the Fool is presented as the last card on the Traveler’s path. Why? Because the Fool is both the beginning and the end. Placed at
the end of the Tarot deck, the Fool reminds us that the road to psychic wholeness is as endless as the Ouroboros, that one of the most important
decisions on the Journey is to begin a new journey, to become a Traveler once again, to again embark on the universe’s greatest adventure.

In older Tarot decks, the Magician is a little foolish, “wandering restlessly about the universe with no specific
goal.”1 Or he is at rest, his energy directed to the objects before him, usually on a table. He is not a very
commanding authority… a Magician lite.
Here the Magician is active and powerful. He raises one hand as if to challenge heaven, symbolic of
consciousness, while the other hand is down as if to grab something from beneath, symbolic of the
unconscious. He is the alchemical magician, preparing to perform the ultimate operation: to combine “Above”
with “Below.” As the first, introductory card of the Tarot deck, he will guide the Traveler on a journey into
the netherworld of our deepest selves, through the process of self-discovery Jung calls individuation. On
each step of the transformative journey, the Magician will “magically” transform one element into another,
to reveal a new psychic truth.
Joseph Campbell believes that this card, placed at the beginning of the Tarot deck, introduces the Animus,
“the ideal male in the psyche of the female.”2
Here he is stripped of his skin, he has no outer layer, no persona, no falsehood. Beneath our outer layers, typically our
clothing and (in the psychological sense) the “personality” we present to others, we are all basically the same human. From this point
of view, we identify with the Magician for no matter his power and his knowledge, without our willing participation, no movement is possible.
Without ready involvement, the transformation remains external and is termed “miraculous.” “Miracles appeal only to the understanding of
those who cannot perceive the meaning.”3 What the Traveler imagines, the Magician makes manifest.
His musculature is bright red, almost flaming, full of energy. In alchemy, red was the color of all colors. Vermillion, bright red, and mercury,
silvery in color, are the preliminary stage to the Philosopher’s Stone, the magical substance that converts all metals to gold—to be read
psychologically that anyone can achieve selfhood. The completion of the Great Work (the Magnum Opus) is signaled by a reddening (rubedo)
of the mixture. The redness of the Magician is such an indicator.
The magic he is about to perform is to bring together the conscious and the unconscious to face each other—the first step in the Great Work
(an alchemical term) of Individuation (Jung). His pose symbolizes the Hermetic axiom “as above, so below,” meaning Heaven should be
manifested on Earth.
The wand in the Magician’s right hand is raised toward heaven, while his left points to the earth. This dual sign is known in high grades of the
Instituted Mysteries; it shows the descent of grace, virtue, and light, drawn from things above and derived to things below. Some believe that
the card’s number, 1, being erect, also connects Heaven and Earth.
1.
2.
3.
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The Magician’s “clothing” is a sash worn loosely (too powerful to get too close) around his
shoulders: an Ouroboros, the winged serpent that devours, fertilizes, begets, slays, and
brings itself to life again. On this infinite, universal round are written magic symbols that
we cannot read but presume the Magician can.
The magician’s golden horns form a crescent moon. The horned god Hermes/Mercurius
represents an integration of all opposites. He is equally at home in the heavenly above or
below in the underworld, and as such is a fit guide for the human soul. The equinoxes are
the points of ascent/descent to and from the underworld by the sun. Above his head is the
mathematical sign for Infinity, the Lemniscate, the sign of life, an endless cord, forming the
figure 8. This symbol denotes “being” connected to Source and the Timeless. Within the
Ouroboros are a series of red rings, like halos of power, surrounding the Magician’s head.
In metaphysics, the Lemniscate refers to eternity, death and life reconciled, underworld and
heaven, with the Ouroboros arbitrating between them.
The card is divided into upper and lower portions corresponding to the two directions in
which he reaches. Above is heaven: growth, fecundity, flowers, colors. The red flowers are
equated to the masculine and the white flowers the feminine. Below, in black and white
regions, live unnatural monsters.
The female figure, the Anima, manifests the feminine element within the male psyche,
sits quietly at the side. At this point in the psychic development of the male Traveler, she
cannot yet take part in the transformational process. Across from her, a dark figure retreats
into the background. For the female Traveler, this is the Animus which, like the Anima for
the male Traveler, cannot yet participate in psychic growth. Alternately, this dark figure is
what Jung calls the Shadow.
In the lower corners are representations of the cards yet to come, suits of the Minor Arcana:
Coins in the form of antique coins used to exchange value; Cups are represented by the
cathode-ray tubes foreshadowing both possible visions to come and the electric charges both
dangerous and invigorating in the psychic process; Swords are in the form of pens (mightier
than the sword); and Wands, now held by monsters who the Traveler will have to face on
his psychic journey. In other decks, the elements of the four suits are simply displayed on
a table before the Magician.
The Magician is held aloft by four (the number of wholeness and completion according
to Jung) mythological representations of youth. In pairs, they hold mirrors (to reflect
consciousness, to check on one’s condition throughout the journey) or gongs (to announce
the start of the journey, to cause “vibrations”).
As the alchemist, the Magician represents the search for the divine spark reflected in the
darkness of the lower, mundane world. Surrounding him are the four operations
of the alchemical process for achieving the Magnum Opus: nigredo, albedo,
citrinitas, and rubedo. So, too, with the Magician. But rather than raise metals
from base to gold, he works the esoteric aspects of the soul, the psyche.
For the Traveler, the Magician represents the beginning of the great psychic
journey and initiates the process of self-realization; he guides us into the
underworld of our deepest selves. By “magically” transforming one object
into another, he unveils another previously hidden layer of truth. For the
female Traveler, it is a reminder that the contragender function, her Animus, is always in the
background and will have to be dealt with at the
appropriate moment. For the male Traveler, the same
applies to his contra-gender function, his Anima.
This card presents the secret essence of alchemy:
the possibility of “magical” self-transformation. The
journey, like the mundane magician’s sleights of
hand, will be repeated many times: each journey is
only a miniature portion of the total process. Whether
the previous leg of the journey ended in disaster or
success, do not be afraid to begin again.

Arthur Taussig is a world-renowned artist
and recipient of a National Endowment for
the Arts Grant. Taussig’s artwork has been
shown internationally in over 300 exhibitions
and been acquired by dozens of major
museums including the Museum of Modern
Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York City, the Centre Pompidou in Paris,
the Getty Museum in Los Angeles, Harvard’s
Fogg Art Museum, and many others. In 2016,
the National Museum of American History–
Smithsonian Institution acquired over 70,000
photographs of Taussig’s documentary project
“American Vernacular Museums.” He has
created illuminated texts of Dante’s Divine
Comedy, James Joyce’s Ulysses, Shakespeare’s
Hamlet and The Tempest, Cervantes’ Don
Quixote, Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland, and many more. A true
renaissance man, Taussig has recorded two
guitar solo albums with Tompkins Square
Records, and has performed at South by
Southwest, where Wired magazine listed him
as one of the top 50 performers. In his lifelong
career as a man of the arts and sciences,
Taussig received his degree in physics from
UC Berkeley, has worked in the defense
industry, received his PhD in Biophysics from
UCLA where he was in the Brain Research
Institute, and was a professor of film and
photography at Orange Coast College in
Costa Mesa, California.
The Alchemical Visions Tarot was born out
of ten years of study of Jungian psychology.
Combining his interests in mysticism,
mythology, psychology, anthropology, and
art, Arthur Taussig has created a deck
to be used as a powerful tool for selftransformation—personal alchemy. He
focuses on the cards as a path for the Great
Work—the journey of the Traveler from
an unconscious state to one of integrated
conscious wholeness. These complex and
beautiful cards are rich with multiple layers
of symbolism and are meant to be studied
one by one. Through this process each card
becomes a key to unlocking the subconscious
mind. Taussig’s deck presents a pathway for
understanding the work of the alchemists,
universal archetypes, and the quest for
psychic health.

Help From Outer Space
by Gerard Aartsen

If

the modern world was unaware
of visitors from space coming to
Earth before the ‘contactees’ of
the 1950s began to write and speak about
their experiences, why are researchers today
ignoring their information, and why do so
many of them allow their perception to be
obscured by the disinformation meant to
discredit the early contactees? Could it be
because such researchers ignore the fact
that we are entering a new cosmic cycle,
as demonstrated by the snowballing global
crises that will soon force humanity to
make a crucial choice about its future—that
is, to cooperate for the common good, or
compete ourselves into annihilation?
Beginning in 1875 the world has become
re-acquainted with the spiritual facts of
life through the re-introduction of the
Ageless Wisdom teachings in the work
of H.P. Blavatsky; the announcement,
through the books of Alice A. Bailey, of the
externalization of the spiritual kingdom, or
the hierarchy of Masters of Wisdom; and
the pronouncement through Benjamin

Creme, a UK esotericist, that the World
Teacher for the New Age has physically
entered the modern world. According
to Creme, the Teacher awaits the time
humanity is most receptive to give his
Declaration inaugurating the cosmic cycle
of Aquarius, with its keynotes of unity and
synthesis. Further, Creme says, to ensure
the smoothest possible transition into this
new dispensation, the Elder Brothers of
humanity are being assisted at this time
by an unprecedented number of Space
Brothers.
The Space Brothers’ return to more open
contact in modern times began in the 1950s
with their approaching individuals around
the world. In many cases individuals were
invited aboard the flying saucers, as they
were known then, sometimes also into the
larger ‘motherships,’ even taken for visits
to other planets, and many were asked to
inform the world about their experiences.
As early as 1979, in his first book, Benjamin
Creme was quite specific about the ways

in which the visitors from space are here
to help our transition into the New Age:
“What we call the UFOs (the vehicles of the
space people, from the higher planets) have
a very definite part to play in the building of
a spiritual platform for the World Teacher,
preparing humanity for this time. In fact,
since the war [WWII], they have played a
major role in preserving this planet intact.
The Space People release into our world
tremendous cosmic energies which have a
great effect in transforming humanity and
in sustaining the planet as an integral being.
Their work is continuous and endless, and
we all owe them a tremendous debt.”1 This
same fact was acknowledged by others,
such as Italian consul Alberto Perego when
he said: “We must be grateful to them [the
space visitors] for having prevented, until
now, nuclear war.”2
In his book The Gathering of the Forces
of Light, Creme adds: “They go through
our skies mopping up and neutralizing
large amounts of nuclear waste and the
general toxic filth that we pour into the
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regardless of where they have been born, or
have chosen to live. Nationality or the color
of one’s skin are but incidental since the
body is no more than a temporary dwelling.
These change in the eternity of time. In the
infinite progress of life, each eventually will
know all states.”5
In other words, if we don’t see that the basic
needs of every man, woman and child are
identical, the onus is on us to expand our
sense of humanity to include ‘the other,’
to make sure that all are provided with
the means necessary for developing their
potential.

THE GATHERING OF THE
FORCES OF LIGHT: UFOs
and their Spiritual Mission
by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International
$16.00, ISBN13: 9789071484469

atmosphere.” Without this, he says, “life on
this planet would be very painful indeed…”
In the same book he continues: “Another
part of their tremendous work for planet
Earth is that they are replicating, on the
physical plane, the magnetic energy field
around the planet (…) in connection
with a new technology which will give us
unlimited, safe energy for all our needs
direct from the sun: the ‘science of light’…”3
This will be put “at our disposal as soon as
we renounce war forever, showing that we
are able to live together in peace with justice,
sharing, and right relationship.”4
That ‘right relationship’ lies at the core of
the view of life on the higher planets is
abundantly clear when a Master from Venus
exhorts U.S. contactee George Adamski:
“Never cease to point out to [those in your
world] that all are brothers and sisters,
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When the first measurements of the surface
temperature on Venus were released in
1958, George Adamski was ridiculed for
his assertion that his contacts hailed from
that and other planets in our solar system.
He was not alone, though, in maintaining
his claims: Brazilian physicist-contactee
Dino Kraspedon (pseudonym for Aladíno
Felíx), Canadian researcher-contactee
Wilbert Smith, Italian journalist-contactee
Bruno Ghibaudi, and US contactees
Howard Menger and Buck Nelson all said,
more or less publicly, that the spacecraft
and their occupants originate from within
our solar system—mainly from Mars,
Venus, Saturn and a few other planets.
While hardly anyone has placed the
origins of the visitors from space within
our own solar system since the character
assassinations of the first contactees,
Benjamin Creme always maintained: “All
the planets of our system are inhabited…”
but, he added, “if you were to go to Mars or
Venus you would see nobody because they
are in physical bodies of etheric matter.”6
This underscores what Howard Menger,
another contactee, was told in the 1950s:
“[I]f an Earth man in physical body could
go there he probably would not see some of
the life forms which vibrate more rapidly
than his own—no more than he can see
the spiritual life forms in and around his
own planet. Unless his physical body were
processed and conditioned, he could not
see the beings on another planet.”7
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Understanding the concept of the etheric
(subtle) planes of matter is crucial in this
respect. Mr. Creme says that, “unless one
understands the reality of the etheric levels
of energy as finer, subtler, levels of matter,
one cannot begin to understand the UFO
phenomenon...”8 However, the principle of
space craft becoming visible by lowering
the rate of vibration of their atoms, or
disappearing from our sight when they
return to their original state, is really not
very difficult to understand, as his space
contact explains to Chilean contactee
Enrique Barrios: “If a bicycle wheel turns
rapidly, you can’t see the spokes. We make
the molecules of the ship move rapidly.”9
The existence of planes of matter above the
three that our current science recognizes
is not new to students of the Ageless
Wisdom teaching. According to these
teachings, there are four levels of physical
or subtle matter above the solid, liquid and
gaseous. They are known as the etheric
physical planes, which consist of subatomic particles at various frequencies,
comparable to the molecules of ice, water
and vapor vibrating at different frequencies.
The Tibetan Master of Wisdom Djwhal
Khul has said that the etheric “is the true
form to which all physical bodies in every
kingdom of nature conform” and that “life
itself, the training to be given in the future,
the conclusions of science and a new
mode of civilization will all increasingly be
focussed on this unique substance.”10
Several trailblazing scientists have also
made discoveries which all seem to point
to some aspect or other of the etheric
planes of matter.
For instance, Semyon Kirlian’s technology
to record the energy fields surrounding
living entities was later further developed
to photograph human auras. And, in his
article “The Discovery of the Orgone,” the
Austrian doctor Wilhelm Reich quotes the
German biologist Kammerer, who said
that “the existence of a specific life force
seems highly probable to me! That is, an
energy which is neither heat, electricity,
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magnetism, kinetic energy (...) nor a combination of any or all of them, but an energy
which specifically belongs only to those processes that we call ‘life.’ That does not mean
that this energy is restricted to those natural bodies which we call ‘living beings’...” Through
experiments, Reich subsequently established that the orgone radiation, as he called this
primordial life force, permeates everything.11
Dense physical forms may be seen as the precipitation of the ‘blueprints’ that exist on the
etheric physical levels. This is no longer an entirely esoteric notion since British biologist
Rupert Sheldrake posited the idea of “morphogenetic fields”—a sort of memory bank from
which Nature retrieves its various solid physical forms.12 This should also make it easier
to understand that Life is not solely dependent on carbon-based dense physical forms for
its expression, but can also express itself in etheric physical forms, as indeed it does on
the other planets in our solar system, according to the Ageless Wisdom teachings and the
accounts of several contactees.
The fact that the craft of the visitors from space are in etheric physical matter precludes
the possibility that anyone is abducted for gene harvesting, hybrid breeding, implanting
devices, and other atrocities that the scare-mongering crowd accuses the visitors of. In
fact, Benjamin Creme said: “Nobody is ever taken up in a spaceship in a physical body.
It is impossible. These spaceships are not solid physical. To be taken up into a spaceship
you have to be taken out of the dense physical body and you go in the etheric into the
spaceship, which are in themselves etheric. It is still physical, but etheric physical.”13
Meanwhile, mainstream science is still grappling with this expanded view of reality, even
though Swiss astronomer Fritz Zwicky proposed ‘dark matter’ in the 1930s as a working
hypothesis for the 96 per cent of the known universe that science cannot account for, but
which astrophysical calculations of the mass of the universe predict.
In March 2015 the ‘avant garde’ scientific ideas pursued or proposed by Kirlian, Reich
and Sheldrake, which all point in the same direction as (partial) explanations for ‘dark
matter’ or ‘dark energy,’ almost stealthily gained corroboration when mainstream science
published findings, as reported in The Independent newspaper, which “suggest that dark
matter is another kind of sub-atomic particle, possibly forming a parallel universe of
‘supersymmetry’ filled with supersymmetrical matter that behaves like an invisible
mirror-image of ordinary matter.”14 This in turn reminds us of what Howard Menger
was told: “Nothing we see with our physical eyes is Truth, but simply a reality in the
dimension of a reflection, or an effect, secondary in nature related to a Cause from a
primary Source.”15
It is fascinating to see how these corroborations open an expanded view of life that brings
the esoteric notion about visitors from other planets well within our grasp. Likewise, it
helps to see how the accounts of the original contactees of the 1950s, which have been
ridiculed since a concerted disinformation campaign took the narrative of ET visitors
into the realm of scaremongering, do make sense after all. And whenever science asserts
that there is no life on the other planets in our solar system, we would do well to add “…
on the dense physical planes of matter.”
When we revisit their stories, we find unadulterated support for Benjamin Creme’s
message of hope that abundant help is at hand to inspire humanity to make the right
choice in its darkest hour. Our Elder Brothers—the World Teacher for the New Age with
the Masters of Wisdom—and our Space Brothers from other planets are beckoning us
into a future of peace, justice and freedom.
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The Adventure of Consciousness:
the Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo

By Santosh Krinsky

Albert Einstein stated “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.” We
have an existential crisis in our world that is being recognized more and more, which includes the climate crisis
and its impacts, the pollution crisis and its results, the resource depletion that is fueling wars and mass migrations
across the planet, and the species die off that is killing off large numbers of plants, insects and animals across the
planet. These are indicators of the imbalances that human society has created with our mental ideas trying to fulfill
our desires and our physical needs without a full understanding of and appreciation for the interrelations of all life
on the planet. Sri Aurobindo observed:

“To hope for a true change of human life without a change of
human nature is an irrational and unspiritual proposition.”
We have tried to apply logical, rational solutions to the problems. After thousands of years,
we can now recognize the failure of these ideas. We have reached a stage of gridlock in our
political process as opposing ideas are treated as irreconcilable. We change economic systems,
we change governments, but the limitations of humanity intervene and in the end, we are met
with another failure. What is needed is a change of consciousness, a change of human nature,
if you will, that allows us to approach the crisis of our age from a new light and a new direction.
The drives that motivate us need to be seen, understood and brought into harmonious balance.
We seek for external solutions that always fail. The true solution is to look within and “know
thyself” as the sages have proclaimed.
As we look within, we need to discover the key to the meaning of our existence. We have
recognized evolution in its external forms. Sri Aurobindo shows us that the true significance is
the evolution of consciousness that successively moves us from the inanimate forms of Matter,
to the multitude of life-forms and the eventual development of the mental consciousness in
the higher animals and mankind. Nothing can evolve that has not been previously involved
as a tree grows from a seed, but not from a rock. When we see the limitations of the mental
consciousness we can recognize that the evolution is not completed, and that man is a transitional being. The next phase of evolution takes us beyond the frame of mental consciousness.
Spirituality, yoga, mysticism, ecstatic trance, vision quests are all terms for exploring and understanding consciousness. Religion is an external form that develops from the relationship
of the individual, the community and the spiritual experience that creates the relationship to
Nature and God. To the extent that religion focuses on outer forms and practices, rites and
rituals, it provides a binding force for a community but does not change basic human nature.
The adventure of consciousness is the development of understanding about the sources, causes
and operations of consciousness, with a view to supporting and speeding up the evolutionary
development of consciousness.

SRI AUROBINDO OR
THE ADVENTURE
OF CONSCIOUSNESS

by Satprem, Luc Venet (Translator)
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Evolutionary Research
$17.95, ISBN: 9780938710042

Mankind is capable of reflection and conscious participation in the evolutionary process. The
development of a consciousness beyond the mind takes us out of the frame of the mental
development that was unable to solve the problems we face. Sri Aurobindo called this the “supramental consciousness”. Albert Einstein would recognize this as the necessary change to find
the solution to the failures of the vital-mental consciousness that has created the current crisis.
A true change of consciousness allows us to solve the problems caused by the conflicting
elements and drives in our current mental development. Conscious awareness of Oneness of
all creation is needed to solve the disharmony and conflict we are facing today. We are not
separate from Nature, and it takes a unified awareness to both recognize this and act from
that view. A subjective experience of intuition, inspiration, spiritual experience of oneness
and an understanding of the limitations of the mental, vital and physical drives that control
us today is the direction needed to solve the evolutionary crisis.
An outstanding introduction to the evolutionary perspective and the ways to achieve it is the
book Sri Aurobindo or The Adventure of Consciousness by Satprem.
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Aurobindo's Teaching &
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Santosh Krinsky, Author of the Readings series of books on the writings of Sri Aurobindo.
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Evolve Featured Products Showcase
Practical Elemental Magick: Working the
Magick of the Four Elements in the Western
Mystery Tradition
by David Rankine & Sorita D’Este
Publisher: Avalonia
ISBN: 9781905297191 • $24.99 • 188 pgs

Naga Magick: The Wisdom of the
Serpent Lords
by Dr. Vasant Lad
Publisher: Original Falcon Press
ISBN: 9781935150596 • $18.95 • 216 pgs

Tarot of Compassion
by Jan Kinney
Publisher: Jan Kinney
UPC: 860001460612 • $22.00 • 78 cards

Rebel Deck: The Oracle with Attitude
by Shannon Gomez
Publisher: Rebel Deck
UPC: 860613002606 • $25.99 • 60 cards

In Practical Elemental Magick the authors provide
an unprecedented combination of research and
techniques for working the magick of Air, Fire,
Water and Earth, as well as the spiritual creatures
associated with each. In mastering the four
elements within & without we master ourselves,
bringing the external forces of the natural world &
the internal forces of our existence into harmony.

This woman-centered, fully illustrated tarot
deck, is set in the natural beauty of the Pacific
Northwest. The cards are 4.5 inches square
and include an instruction booklet, boxed and
shrink wrapped.

Wiseplay: Transformation Deck &
Personal Assistant
by Michelle Domingo & Mimi Searfoss
Publisher: Mimi Searfoss
ISBN: 9780692752807 • $27.99 • 45 cards/327 pgs

The WisePlay system is a playful transformative
tool for empowerment, discovery, and forming
new positive perspectives. The 45 card Oracle
Deck incorporates fun imagery of animals as a
symbolic metaphor to the challenges and joys
we face everyday. The companion book engages
you in exciting personal discoveries and delivers
the “A-ha” moments that will bring about your
desired changes.

Fixation To Freedom:
The Enneagram of Liberation
by Eli Jaxon-Bear
Publisher: New Morning Books
ISBN: 9781732952300 • $14.00 • 284 pgs

The Enneagram has appeared in our time as an
illusory medicine to cure an imaginary disease.
The disease is the egoic idea of separation from
God, from one’s true source. The cure is to look
in the wisdom mirror of the Enneagram to see
past all false identification to the truth of being.
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Serpents have always been both venerated and feared
throughout the world, but perhaps none so much as
the Naga in Hindu, Tantric and Buddhist traditions.
What are the Naga? They are the Serpent Lords of
ancient times, more akin to the Orishas of Santeria than
to the remote gods of Olympus. And, like the Orishas,
they are far more accessible. Naga Magick is more
than a mythic and historical account of the Naga. It is
also a Naga ‘Grimoire’ of practical and spiritual rituals.

Rebel Deck messages are Quick, Dirty, and direct.
We gave the ancient art of divination a modern
makeover and added a little insult to insight. This
deck is rebellious, foul-mouthed and raw. As the
cards what you need to know RIGHT NOW. These
messages will tell it like it is–no interpretation
needed.

Journey Cards: Multicultural Goddesses &
Imagined Saints for Guidance, Epiphanies
& Revelations
by Sudie Rakusin
Publisher: Winged Willow Press
ISBN: 9780966480566 • $29.95 • 55 cards

The Journey Cards are a unique and completely original
divination deck featuring the art of Sudie Rakusin. Boxed set
includes 55 cards, 19 full-color Imagined Saints cards, 36 pen-andink Multicultural Goddess cards, and a 132-page illustrated book
with descriptions and interpretations of each Saint and Goddess,
as well as suggestions for incorporating the cards into your daily
rituals and life design. The Art of Sudie Rakusin & Winged Willow
Press has many other products that are sure in inspire!

The Original Angel Cards and Book Set:
Inspirational Messages and Meditations
by Kathy Tyler and Joy Drake
Publisher: World Tree Press
ISBN: 9780934245517 • $18.95
72 cards/156 pages

One of the most powerful ways to
connect with the angels. Angels are inner
companions. They help us look at the world
in ways that infuse our lives with vitality and
assist us to experience the deepest levels of
understanding, creativity, and caring. This
international best-seller has sold over 1.3
million copies in 6 languages.

Evolve Featured Products Showcase
Initiation Into Witchcraft
by Brian Cain
Foreword by Maxine Sanders
Publisher: Warlock Press
ISBN: 9781733246606 • $19.99 • 340 pgs

Initiation into Witchcraft is an exploration of the
timeless traditions, essential ethics, and the aweinspiring power of our Craft as well as providing
basic practices that will help you to embrace
the deeper ways of the Witch. It is a signpost for
those seeking the path that begins the journey
of initiation into Witchcraft. It is also a primer of
occult techniques and rituals to prepare you for
that journey.

That’s Happiness: An Adventure In
Buddhism For Children Of All Ages
by Cisco Davis
Illustrated by: Adrianne Davis
Publisher: Virtue Soup Enterprises
ISBN: 9780985815202 • $16.95 • 62 pgs

This heartwarming tale follows a little bunny named
Mr. Brambles and his friends as they discover the joy of
practicing Patience, Kindness, Contentment, Faith and
Consideration for Others. This delightful adventure
makes these virtues easy to understand and embrace.
It is truly a great read for evolving people of any age.
“That’s Happiness—and it truly is. Thank you for the excellent book.”
– Louise Marchant, Manager of the London Buddhist Society

W

e hope this guide
will help you
to better understand
authentic and genuine
essential oils – their
important therapeutic
qualities and their
valuable contribution
to self-care and well
being.
by Katherine Graf
& Joni Keim
iSbn13:
978-0-9627-2096-3
$2.95

Plants have always provided for human life. They have
nourished us with food, provided shelter, and supplied
medicine – time tested medicine from the wisdom of
the earth combined with the wisdom of the universe.
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Altar Cards from Sacred Art
to Create Sacred Space and to Heal
by Katherine Skaggs

Visionary Artist of the Mythical Goddess Tarot

ALTAR CARD:
Mother Breath of Life

ALTAR CARD: Mythical
Goddess Series–Isis

by Katherine Skaggs
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative
Productions
$3.95, UPC: 850515002699

by Katherine Skaggs &
Sage Holloway
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative
Productions
$3.95, UPC: 850515002118

ALTAR CARD: Serapis
Bey – Ascended Master of
Transformation

ALTAR CARD: White Eagle
– Ascended Master of
Awakening

by Katherine Skaggs & Sage
Holloway
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative
Productions
$3.95, UPC: 850515002545

by Katherine Skaggs &
Sage Holloway
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative
Productions
$3.95, UPC: 850515002538

FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, in ancient temples and every day homes, sacred art has been used to shift one’s focus upwards
to the Divine, to bring healing, and to create sacred space. Priests, priestesses, shamans, medicine men and women all have invoked
healing through the assistance of sacred art objects, images, written text and statuary. For thousands of years, mystics have used sacred
imagery and word to create portals to the Divine.
Great artists through the past 100s of years were not only trained as artists, but were also trained in mystery schools, where they understood sacred geometry, and the power of art to open energy portals, as well as to convey high frequency light to the masses. Michelangelo
and Leonardo DaVinci were such mystic artists.
These artist mystic traditions continue in our current day, where the artists are the messengers to awaken the soul. If you have ever found
some visionary, spiritual art calling you, you must know it spoke to your being, and not just your eyes.
I has such an experience when I saw the art of Alex Grey, Susan Seddon Boulet and Meinrad Craighead in the early 90s. I owned a
metaphysical store, had been training in a mystery school for 4 years, and had also been an artist since I could pick up a pencil. When
I chose their art books and calendars to sell in my store, I became very much aware that something was calling me. I felt deeply that
perhaps I too was supposed to do something visionary or spiritual with my art. Over the following 10 years, it became clear to me what
that union was. It ultimately directed my path in life as a mystic, visionary artist myself, finding my way as channel of the Divine, and
messenger to the soul through my art.
Along the way I would say I learned many symbol systems and the power of sacred imagery, yet that is not completely true. It is more
like I “remembered” how to bring in sacred imagery, not through my eyes, but through my soul, as a channel. The journey first was to
heal my own soul self. Getting still and asking for guidance married with the act of making art was the beginning of the Divine coming through me in more mystical and expansive ways. Each experience of contact with a Divine Being, such as Mother Mary, or White
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Artist Author
Katherine Skaggs
Visionary Artist of the
Mythical Goddess Tarot

Katherine Skaggs is an intuitive channel, visionary artist, painter of souls, author, shamanic
practitioner and teacher. She is the artist of the Mythical Goddess Tarot, as well as a series of
Altar Cards born of the Mythical Goddess Tarot, Ascended Masters, Angels, and other Divine
Beings of Light. Each image is channeled and created as a portal, for your own direct experience
of Light and Love, and the wisdom of these benevolent Light Beings. Katherine is dedicated
to bringing in light, love and wisdom to awaken each soul through love.

Eagle, or Serapis Bey, or another angel or guide who revealed themselves, was an experience of opening a portal to high frequency light
waves that heal, that awaken and that transcend a 2-D piece of art. Once created in the original art, it continues to open sacred spaces,
transmitting light codes of love and guidance, even in small reproductions such as an altar card or small print.
When art is created at a soul level, with intention, symbol and meaning, it has the capacity to open doorways to the Divine. It brings
vibrational healing through its holographic and physical presence. It calls the soul to recall more of their Divinity through an activation
of the akasha energy field, and ultimately into the personality. It breaks the mind and the heart open to love and awareness.
We all can’t have great pieces of art in our homes or on our altars. Yet today, we have the magic of reproduction, offering the opportunity
of owning beautiful artwork in more affordable versions that we can hang in our homes and place into our sacred spaces.
What determines Sacred Art?
Not all art falls into the category of visionary sacred art. Is the art created in love? Is it high vibrational? Does it convey messages of the
divine without religious constraints, rules and judgements? Is it beautiful? Does it make you smile, feel more love, or curiosity of the
invisible realm of Spirit?
I have found that the artists engaged in conveying Divine messages through their art, bring healing to others. An astrology 30 years ago
told me it would be the artisans in the New Age who would be the true Healers. For these would be the conduits dancing with the
Divine, bringing expression of the high frequency energies to Earth via visual art, movies, dance, song, music, etc.

Sacred Art
Artand
andAltar
AltarSpaces
Spaces
Sacred
Creating beauty in your home and sanctuary spaces brings peace, calm, vision, hope and healing. The color, pattern, geometries, symbols,
Divine Beings and vibration create a focused energy, both physically and spiritually. The feel good beauty of sacred art immediately begins
to shift any space. When the high vibrations come into your space, your attention is moved to a higher awareness in your conscious
mind, as well as on a subconscious or soul level.
Your aura, or quantum field begins to vibrate upwards, as well as the space where the altar sits. Through prayer and meditation at your
altar with your sacred imagery and objects, you begin deepening your spiritual energies and awarenesses. This is the journey of cultivating
greater peace, beauty and grace, where you are less and less apt to fall into the lower energies of judgment and separation.
These beautiful images are spiritual tools that work, even when you aren’t consciously doing anything. They hold space for you, whether
you can or can’t.

T heCall
CalltotoShare
ShareSacred
SacredArt
ArtasasAltar
AltarCards
Cards
The
Many years ago, when I began to channel Divine Beings through my art (Mother Mary, Buddha, Jesus, Archangel Michael and other
angels to name a few), I became aware that I needed to share the images on a larger scale, and not just sell one painting at a time. The
guidance was most strong when I was awakened one night by Mother Mary, and I had to get up to paint her. This particular experience
was one of receiving a transmission of unconditional love that came into the art. At this time it was clear the importance of sharing the
imagery as a way to bring light to awaken others heart and souls through compassion and love. Soon after the images were made into
small 5x7” cards, with a message on the back, to inspire and to uplift.

Create Altar
AltarSpaces
Spacesfor
forInspiration
Inspirationand
andHealing
Healing
When in need of healing and being lifted up, it is a great idea of set aside a small space in your home for an altar. Altars are physical places
where you focus your attention to prayer, meditation, worship, and calling forth your Divine Guides and Helpers. The space doesn’t
have to be big, yet it might be.
Personal altars are a great way to stay connected to the sacredness of all life, especially yours! They become containers that hold your
prayers, intentions and desires in the most sacred ways. They help ground the higher energies of the Divine into the physical world.
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Creating and working with an altar is as essential to a mystic, shaman or priestess, as brushing one’s teeth is to good oral health.
To make your own personal altar, it is a great idea to keep out of the attention of others. Choose a private space where you can put
down an altar cloth, or something beautiful as the base to hold your items and prayers. A candle is often added to represent the light,
fire and illumination. If you would like to include all the elemental energies, place some item representing the Earth, Water and Air on
the altar. Some dirt from a sacred or special place, water you have blessed or from a sacred well, and a feather or something clearly
representing the air. Add fresh flowers to bring in beauty, and to open a portal to the Divine. (Angels and Ascended Masters LOVE the
color, beauty and fragrance of flowers!)
Add Divine Art Altar Cards to focus bringing in the guidance of any specific guides, angels, or ascended masters you would love to invoke
through your altar. With time, you will become more and more clear when they are present, and that you have clear communication
anytime you desire it or need it. The more you work with their imagery and essence, the more sensitive you are to their vibration energy
and how it reaches you.

OtherPlaces
Placesfor
forAltar
AltarCards
Cards
Other
Altar cards are also great for your desk at work, to carry in your car or in your purse, hung near your bed, or on your bathroom mirror.
They create space wherever they are! If you need a reminder of the Divine and want inspiration, incorporate this sacred imagery where
you want to bring their energy and inspiration.

Choose
AltarCards
Cardsand
andSacred
SacredImagery
Imagery
Choose Your
Your Altar
There are many images of Sacred Ones you may incorporate, who will absolutely visit you as you begin to say “hello” by honoring them
through your focused attention, gratitude and physical presence through sacred art.
What is your need, intention, desire, and or hope for guidance or healing?
Hold your intention, prayer, need or desire strong in your heart and mind when asking who to connect to. Cultivate reflection and stillness. Ask for your spirit helpers to come to you in any way you can recognize their energy.
Then open to the imagery you find at a local metaphysical store card or calendar section, or art books, or online sacred art. Ask for the
image and the presence of the Divine Helper to be revealed. Synchronicity will unfold and you will be directed to the energy of your
helper. It may come in song, art, written word, statuary, movie references, etc. Your Divine Helper may well be a Marvel character, or an
angel, ascended master, goddess or an animal. Don’t be surprised!
Notice who are you drawn to by image. If you don’t have a specific idea or knowledge of who you would like to put on your altar, peruse
the images to see who attracts you. Move beyond your intellect to your intuitive senses. The image will call you. The message will follow.
Here are a few of the Divine Helpers you might want to check out: Archangel Michael for protection and guidance; Mother Mary for
unconditional love; Kuan Yin for compassion; Lakshmi for abundance; Jesus for forgiveness, love and healing; Buddha for compassion
and peace; White Eagle for awakening your DNA and connection to guidance from all the ascended masters, and so on and so forth.
There are an infinite number of Ascended Masters and Illuminated Ones to work with. They may or may not be familiar. So trust who
you are drawn to in the moment you choose.

How to Work with the Sacred Ones through work with the Altar Cards
Once you have chosen your altar cards, now what?
Enjoy their beauty!
Say “hello” and “thank you”. Be specific if you can, and name the gifts and powers of that being, honoring their mastery and benevolence.
Thank the being for being present to you, and assisting you in whatever manner he or she is showing up for you. Ask them to lift you
up, into their awakened vibrations, that you too might align with their blessings.
Sit with the Divine Being via your altar card and gaze softly upon it. Feel into its energy. As you quiet your mind, and still your body,
you will connect deeply through the image.
Journal with the essence of the Divine One, reflecting, asking questions, feeling into the responses, opening your intuition and knowing.
Invoke through prayer and ritual. Sing praise of gratitude and blessings.
As you sit with the sacred imagery of your Divine Beings of Light, you will know what to do. Trust your intuition and heart spaces.
You may find yourself crying tears of joy, or laughing out loud. These beings are alive and well and are excited to meet you in this way.
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Take charge of the
change within yourself

Blessing Cards, created by Kathy Tyler and Joy Drake were
developed to provide an enhanced force of spiritual action in
coordination with the basic laws of the universal energy.
Tap into the powers of consciousness and the forces of
attraction that work subconsciously in most of us.

Box: 4” x 4” x 1.375” | Cards: 1.2” x 1.9” | Bag: 4” x 6”
210 Card Deck | ISBN: 9780965903288 | $12.95
C o m e s w i T h o r g a n D y D r aw s T r i n g B a g

THE HEART OF
A COURSE IN MIRACLES
Michael Mirdad
A Course in Miracles is actually a course in “Christ Consciousness” or a course in awakening
the inner Christ. It’s part of a Divine Plan to awaken humanity to the awareness of our True Nature as part of God.
This Plan has many layers but one of them comes to us through “channeled” materials such as the Course.
In the Course, Jesus says: “[Words] are . . . twice removed from Reality.” This means that not only do we already feel
separate from the Reality of God, but when we try to describe the experience with the use of words, we are dropping down
another rung on the ladder to try to describe how life is on the rung just above it. In that same context, it’s not wise to drop
down to the level of intellect and try to describe the life of the soul or Spirit, which is why it’s best to use the images within
concepts (and conceptual images) that express the essence of truth. In other words, concepts and metaphors are

closer to the language of God.

For the Course to fulfill its role in this Divine Plan, it is helpful to expand the way it has been approached and studied. We
can begin by opening and nurturing the heart of A Course in Miracles by defining and summarizing
its themes and concepts. One brief definition or summary of the Course could be that it is all about re-connecting with
God, which means the Course is all about our return to Love—in the Divine, not romantic, sense. However, it’s more accurate
to say that the Course is a teaching guide for “removing the obstacles to our awareness of God and to our awareness of Love.”

THE DEEPER HISTORY
Since this material is about accessing the heart and soul of the Course, it is appropriate to spend a moment learning about
the heart and soul of the origins of A Course in Miracles, but not in the usual “historic” sense. Instead, let’s review briefly the
history of the Course at a much deeper level.

Although the message of A Course in Miracles is actually rooted, or originates, in the Holy
Spirit of God, the story of its writing begins over 2,000 years ago when Helen (the scribe of the
Course) knew Jesus in a previous lifetime (as an Essene). The Essene’s were an ascetic group of metaphysical
Gnostics living near the Dead Sea. During that time, Helen loved, trusted, and respected Jesus tremendously, which explains
why she claimed to have had such an inexplicable love for him in this lifetime when he was dictating the Course to her.
Nevertheless, in this current lifetime when Jesus began to speak to Helen and asked her to transcribe the Course, she resisted
the material—even though she somehow knew that her “Voice” was Jesus and that the material was valid and important. So
she asked Jesus why she tried so hard to resist receiving the material. Jesus explained to her that in her previous lifetime as an
Essene, he had foretold to her that he would one day return to her and call upon her to join with him in an important project
for humanity. He also explained that she was not meant to receive this material until her next lifetime—at which point she
would be completely ready to accept it. But he came to her a bit early because of the “alarming” need for transformation
on Earth. Telling Helen that he came to her before their agreed-upon time was then given as the reason for her not being
mentally and emotionally ready for the material, thus her resistance. Nevertheless, Helen pushed through her resistance and
did what she agreed to do; she transcribed A Course in Miracles—which is, in itself, a miracle.
Still, Helen often resisted the material that was being transcribed through (or “channeled” to) her. She may not have ever
completed the book if it had not been for a few supportive friends and colleagues, as well as one other unlikely source—Edgar
Cayce. Though he passed away long before Helen started receiving A Course in Miracles, during some of her most challenged
moments, she read about his humble life and how, unlike some people in the “spirituality field,” he was not “in it for the fame
or money.” This encouraged her to open her mind more to the material that was coming through her. In addition, meeting
the loving and jovial son of Edgar Cayce, Hugh Lynn Cayce, supplied the evidence Helen needed to continue with her work.
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EVOLVE!

who were chosen by God and Christ to bring certain spiritual
gifts to humanity. To not understand this can actually lessen one’s appreciation
of A Course in Miracles (and any other work that is Divinely Ordained).
One of the most persistent ways we tend to destroy beautiful experiences is by
overanalyzing them, and this has clearly happened to the Course. Over-analysis is
just another way of crucifying the Spirit of Christ within all things. As soon as

we analyze something, we then have shifted from our hearts to
our heads. We also have then shifted from seeing with the single
eye of God (symbolically located in the middle of our forehead)
to seeing with our two physical eyes of duality. This is our way of

repeating the original error of eating from the biblical “Tree of Knowledge” and
Judgment, rather than eating from the “Tree of Life” and Forgiveness. And the same
has occurred due to the misrepresentations of the Course by many of its teachers.

THE HEART OF A COURSE IN MIRACLES:
Understanding and Applying the 12
Primary Concepts of the Course
by Michael Mirdad
Forewords by Alan Cohen & Jayem
Publisher: Grail Press
$20.00, ISBN13: 9780985507954

Hugh Lynn read the manuscript
of the Course and assured Helen that
what she was writing was not only
authentic but also was as advanced as
the highest material Edgar Cayce had
ever channeled in his readings. Given
the respect Helen had for Cayce’s work,
this may have been the final event
that pushed Helen onward with the
publishing of the Course. Afterwards,
partly as a statement of gratitude, Edgar
Cayce’s Association was selected as one
of the first distributors of the Course.
One of the main points to this
history is that the Spirit of God

is working behind the scenes
to raise the consciousness of
mankind. God utilizes Jesus, Mother

Mary, angels, Ascended Masters, and
many living masters (as well as everyone
else who chooses) to assist in this Divine
Plan. Many of us have been active
participants in this process for a long
time—even many lifetimes. So we often
re-connect (as did Jesus and Helen)
to ramp up the spiritual program on
Earth. Edgar Cayce and Helen

Schucman are two individuals
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Simplicity is very difficult for twisted minds. Nothing
is so alien to such people as is the simple truth. But the
truth shines like light into dark places and those who
are used to living in the dark become annoyed when the
light makes their eyes squint, causing them to raise their
hands to shield their face from the light because seeing,
to them, is a painful experience. They would rather be in
the dark . . . While truth is simple, it must be taught to
those who have already lost their way in endless mazes of
complexity. This is the great [paradox]. –ACIM
It’s best to approach A Course in Miracles, and life itself, with an attitude of
lightness and ease—even if such lightness is sometimes harmlessly irreverent.

According to Edgar Cayce, and some of the lost books of the
Bible, Jesus himself is said (contrary to the view of the church)
to have had an air of wit and levity about him. It was as though he
was laughing inside at some of the insanity of this world.

When truly understood and applied, A Course in Miracles may very well be the
most spiritually advanced book ever written. Of course many authors and students
of various books and materials have claimed that their book is the “best” or most
advanced. And many promoters of various products and programs make claims
about how whatever it is that they are selling will most effectively change our life.
So how is the Course any different? A Course in Miracles is different

because, like the highest and purest materials, it is written not
by man but by the Spirit of God. In addition, it is more practical and
applicable than most other profound materials.

A Course in Miracles is like a course in spiritual psychotherapy. But instead of
merely teaching us about spiritual psychology, the material actually transforms the
spirit of our psychology—our heart and soul. It changes our mind, our thinking,
and our being. It does this energetically, usually without our being consciously
aware of it. Nevertheless, the book itself states that this material is not the only
means of such transformation. That is why it is called, “A” Course in Miracles, not
“The” Course in Miracles. What this means is that the main concepts found in the
Course can certainly be found elsewhere, even though the form and style of the
teachings may vary greatly.

EVOLVE!
Helen Schucman was the chosen, but unlikely, scribe of the Course. She
received the material straight from the mind of Jesus to her own mind (thus
proving that miracles come from the recognition that minds are joined).
Nevertheless, she found the material and its scribing to be quite challenging,
which is understandable considering that she was a clinical psychologist who
began to hear “voices.” It didn’t help matters that she was an atheist/agnostic
who was being asked to do the work of God. It also didn’t help that her family
was Jewish, but the voice she was hearing was that of Jesus.
Helen is said to have struggled with her process of receiving the Course even
until her moment of death. Yet she somehow knew of the authenticity of the
material with its source as Jesus and never put her name on the book, nor did
she ever profit from the material. Again, her participation in transcribing the
material was part of the fulfillment of a “soul contract” that she had with Jesus.
The writing style of A Course in Miracles is unique in that it sometimes
reads like advanced psychology and other times like the deepest and most
poetic spiritual material from the Far East. Much of the Course is actually
written in iambic pentameter—a poetic meter (or rhythm) found in the works
of Shakespeare and the King James Bible—which makes it a challenging read
for some people. However, this poetic meter gives sections of the Course an
appealing, song-like rhythm.
Despite its gentle beauty, some people have turned the Course
into a hard and serious practice. However, taking things of
this world (including the Course) too seriously denotes that
we have misunderstood the Course and the teachings of Christ
Consciousness. Although A Course in Miracles is very practical and often
is firm in its statements, it is consistent in suggesting that we “take it easy”
with our study and practice of its concepts and principles (as well as with its
workbook lessons). If ever we start neglecting such important areas of our
life as work, parenting, and partnership on behalf of our Course studies, we
will have gotten “off track.” The Course was never meant to replace

Michael
Mirdad

is a world-renowned
spiritual teacher, healer,
and author. He has worked
as an intuitive healer and
counselor for nearly 40
years and is the author of
the best-selling books The
Seven Initiations of the
Spiritual Path, The Dark
Night of the Soul, and
You’re Not Going Crazy…
You’re Just Waking Up!
Michael has facilitated
thousands of classes,
lectures, and workshops
throughout the world
on Mastery, Spirituality,
Relationships, and Healing
and is commonly referred to
as a “teacher’s teacher” and
a “healer’s healer.” Michael
Mirdad is respected as one
of the finest healers of our
time and is well-known
for his ability to share the
deepest spiritual teachings
in a clear, applicable
manner.

specific areas of our lives, as much as it is intended to change
the way we perceive and experience these areas of our lives.
The Course aims to assist us in seeing the lighter side of life and not mistaking
the false perceptions of fear and separation—the dream—for reality. The
Course even states that the seeming separation from God was the

result of the Children of God forgetting to laugh at the “tiny,
mad idea” of separation. Yet the Course also suggests that the effects of
practicing its concepts and lessons are quite serious—namely that there can be
some amazingly serious results: miraculous shifts in our perception, healing of
our spiritual psychosis, the disappearance of the universe (as we know it), and
ultimately our return Home.
In ancient times, it was accepted that it could take a thousand lifetimes to
reach enlightenment and then only if we dedicate ourselves for many of those
lifetimes. Then Buddha came along and realized that enlightenment could be
reached in a single lifetime. And now Jesus, in A Course in Miracles, shares
how we can achieve an immeasurable shift within one year. The bottom line is
that the clearer and more powerful the teaching material, the

greater will be the effect, and the sooner we will see results.
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A Course in Miracles?
What’s That?
A certain name has been getting a lot of attention lately, appearing in newspapers
and magazines, and getting mentions on talk shows, cable news, blogs, and social
media. Thousands have recently searched it on Google, YouTube and Facebook. So
what’s the scoop? The latest celebrity du jour? Top-polling politician? A new pop star?
The name is A Course in Miracles and while many have heard of it, most probably
couldn’t begin to tell you what it is. They might associate it with any number of selfhelp or New Age authors who have borrowed from its wisdom and sung its praises.
They may have heard it mentioned by some celebrity who’s a fan or from a friend
who says, “Hey, I’m reading this book and it’s changing my life.” So what is this
phenomenon that goes by the name A Course in Miracles?
A Course in Miracles (ACIM or “the Course”) has actually been around for over
forty years and shows no signs of going the way of disco and VHS. Since its initial
publication in 1976 by the Foundation for Inner Peace, more than three million
copies of A Course in Miracles have been distributed and it has been translated
into 27 languages. The Foundation currently distributes 40,000 print copies per
year in English, 22,000 in Spanish, some 10,000 in other languages, and perhaps an
additional 10,000 in Kindle and other e-books. Over four hundred books have been
written about the Course, many of them best-sellers. There are thousands of study
groups worldwide as well as conferences that draw from an international audience.

Their work environment was one
of constant competition, chaos and
conflict—and their personal relationship
fared no better. One day, Bill approached
Helen with something serious on his
mind. He expressed how impossible their
work situation had become, and with
great feeling said to her, “There’s got to be
a better way!” And rather than scoffing,
Helen surprised him by responding, “I’ll
help you find it.”
Helen soon began having vivid, symbolic
dreams as well as a sort of inner
dialogue with a “voice” in her mind. As a
psychologist, she was more than a little
concerned about “hearing a voice” in her
head, but she confided to Bill and he
reassured her, encouraging her to just
write down her dreams and whatever
else she was “hearing.” He promised that

So, What is it?
Before explaining what A Course in Miracles is, let’s be clear about what it is not.
It’s not a self-help book or New Age teaching. It’s not a religion or a cult. There’s
no central authority figure or hierarchical organization, no dogma and no doctrine.
There are no rules for behavior and happily, no sin or hell. The “miracles” in the title
do not refer to a method of “manifestation”; the Course will not help you get that new
Tesla or a better job. Unlike many spiritual traditions, ACIM does not claim to be the
“one true way.” In fact it acknowledges that there are thousands of paths to God and
that all of them will “get you there” eventually. (The Course, however, teaches that
miracles save time, and who doesn’t want to save time?)
A Course in Miracles is a self-study course. It consists of a Text, a Workbook for
Students and a Manual for Teachers, all of which are available in one volume. The
student is asked simply to read at his or her own pace and practice the 365 lessons,
no more than one per day. The Course also places an emphasis on connecting with
one’s Inner Teacher, which ACIM refers to as the Holy Spirit. This Inner Teacher will
not only help the student understand the Course, but serves as an inner-guidance
system—a customized “spiritual-GPS” of sorts—offering help and direction for all
of life’s challenges.

Who wrote A Course in Miracles?
The spiritual teaching known as A Course in Miracles was conceived in 1965 by
a most unlikely pair. Drs. Helen Schucman and William Thetford were research
psychologists at Columbia University’s College of Physicians and Surgeons in New
York City. By all accounts both were brilliant and well respected in their field. Helen
was a rather anxious perfectionist and Bill, her boss, was a shy but witty punster.
Both identified as agnostic.
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he would tell her if he thought she was
“losing her mind.”
One evening she called Bill in a panic.
“Bill, I don’t know what to do. The Voice
said, ‘This is a course in miracles. Please
take notes.’” He calmly replied, “Well,
Helen, why don’t you just do as the Voice
asks, and take notes?” So Helen began
taking notes and every day Bill would
type them up. Seven years later they had
filled seven thesis binders with the Text,
Workbook and Manual for Teachers that
comprise A Course in Miracles. And
they had no idea what it was for.

What is
A Course In Miracles for?
So what exactly is A Course in Miracles?
As mentioned above, it is a self-study
course. No gurus, costly membership
fees or weeklong seminars required. One
can simply curl up in a comfy chair with
a copy of the Course (cat and coffee
optional) and read a section, taking some
quiet time to meditate or just let it “soak
in.” The only “requirement” is not to do
more than one Workbook lesson per day.
The learning process is self-directed and,
as the Course says, “The curriculum is
highly individualized,” a reference to the
guidance of the Inner Teacher Who knows
what aspects of the Course are relevant
to the student’s current life experience.
A Course in Miracles uses the language
of Christianity, in part because it is
familiar to Western readers, but primarily
to reinterpret many of its traditional
terms. So everyone’s favorite, “sin,”
is reinterpreted as “lack of love” or
“insanity”: the erroneous belief that we
are separate from God and each other.
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“Atonement” is simply the plan by which
“sin,” the belief in separation, is corrected.
This is accomplished largely through
“forgiveness,” which is not some gracious
pardoning of bad behavior. Rather it is
coming to recognize that judgment and
guilt are misperceptions that we project
onto others, that our brothers and sisters
are innocent, and that we are innocent
too. God does not judge or condemn us
in any way, for any reason, ever. We are
loved totally and unconditionally because,
as part of God, we are love.
A Course in Miracles also uses Christian
terminology in order to introduce nonduality (a concept more widely known in
Eastern religions) to those more familiar
with Judeo-Christian teachings. What is
meant by “non-duality”? There is only one
Reality, which is God. God is Oneness,
God is Love, and each of us is part of
that Oneness. The world we see, the
physical world of bodies and houses and
cell phones, is nothing but an illusion, a
compelling dream, if you will. (Have you
seen The Matrix?)
Wait … what? The world sure seems real!
To which the Course responds, “Yet the
Bible says that a deep sleep fell upon
Adam, and nowhere is there reference
to his waking up.” The purpose of the
Course is to help us wake up and remember
that we are one with God. “You are at
home in God, dreaming of exile but
perfectly capable of awakening to reality.”
“You dwell not here, but in eternity. You
travel but in dreams, while safe at home.”
Fortunately, A Course in Miracles
doesn’t insist that we sign on to believing
everything it says in order to study it. It
simply asks that we have “a little bit of
willingness” to change our minds in a
big way.

Change our minds, how? The Course
tells us that while we see ourselves as
separate beings (within the dream), we
each have a “split mind.” One part of
the mind is our communication link to
God: the Holy Spirit. (Some might call
this “intuition,” “Higher Self” or the “still,
small voice within.”) The other part is
what ACIM calls the ego. This is not
ego in the usual sense of arrogance or
narcissism (although it has those traits
too). This is the part of us that believes
we are separate from God and from each
other; the part that identifies the body
as the self, and which jealously protects
its precious self-interest like Gollum
guarding the Ring of Power. (You’ve seen
Lord Of the Rings, right?)
A Course in Miracles teaches that in
any given moment we have the choice
of which “voice” to listen to: the voice of
the ego (which is loud, bossy, devious,
and self-serving) or the Voice of the
Holy Spirit, the Voice for God (notice
that it is “Voice for God,” not Voice of
God), Whose goal is to reveal our true
Identity as Spirit and lead us to the Peace
of God. The ego works desperately 24/7
to keep us enslaved to anxiety, conflict
and guilt, all the while telling us that
it alone knows the way to happiness.
In contrast, the Holy Spirit is focused
on “… removing the blocks to the
awareness of love’s presence,” which is
our “natural inheritance” as children of
God. Following the ego’s voice will keep
us mired in pain and confusion, while the
Voice of the Holy Spirit gently leads us
to inner peace, the Peace of God, which
lives within us, seemingly buried under
the ego’s dark layers of fear and guilt until
we offer them up to the light.

What Will A Course in Miracles Do For Me?

One can simply curl
up in a comfy chair
with a copy of the
Course (cat and
coffee optional) and
read a section, taking
some quiet time to
meditate or just let it
“soak in.”

Will studying A Course in Miracles help you achieve enlightenment? Find Nirvana?
Heaven on earth? Will you amaze your friends by healing the sick and raising the dead?
Will it make you happy, healthy and hopefully wealthy? Well, these are not exactly
the goals of A Course in Miracles, but then again the Course is clear that, “There
is no order of difficulty in miracles.” When asked what they have gained by studying
the Course, students say that they have less anxiety and more peace; they are less
stressed, and feel clear guidance as they navigate life’s challenges. Their relationships
become easier, less contentious. Old enemies become present friends. By learning
to practice the Course’s way of forgiveness, interpersonal struggles can give way to
truly loving partnerships; in ACIM’s terms, our “special relationships” become “holy
relationships.” Indeed, the Course teaches that, “The ark of peace is entered two by
two…” A Course in Miracles is not a solitary path to a lonely cave on a mountaintop.
It is only through relationship that the Course’s goal of awakening is reached.
Some have asked, can A Course in Miracles change the world? The Course would
answer, “[S]eek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind about the
world.” But imagine for a moment a world where everyone feels true inner peace, all
the time. Imagine a world where judgment, comparison and competition are a thing
of the past, and all grievances have been forgiven. Imagine a world where other people
are seen not as outsiders but as truly part of us, one with us, joined in the Loving
One-Mind of God. In such a world, would war, racism, greed and hatred even be
possible? Imagine....
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In my own mind, behind all my
insane thoughts of separation and attack, is
the knowledge that all is one forever.
ACIM OE Lesson 56

The Purpose Given You
I love it when synchronicities happen in my life. They seem to be sending me a hint that there is an unseen connection
uniting me with all of life. The message seems to be that I am not alone and that we are all in this thing together---that
all of life is united in this magnificent journey of BEING, which does not end when we leave our bodies. Recently, as I
was thinking about these synchronicities, I was instantly reminded of a New York Times best-selling book I discovered
recently by Laura Lynne Jackson called, “The Light Between Us.”
While listening to that audiobook, narrated by the author, who---by the way---does a spectacular job at bringing forth this
blessed concept of Unity and Connectedness, I was struck by how much of this message is a reflection of what we are
learning in A Course in Miracles-Original Edition.
“From loving minds there is no separation. And every thought in one brings gladness to
the other because they are the same. Joy is unlimited because each shining thought of love
extends its being and creates more of itself. There is no difference anywhere in it, for every
thought is like itself.”
ACIM OE TX.22.VII.64
What better time than now, in this time of racial strife, economic insecurity, climate change, and the general sense of
malaise and hopelessness that all of these issues bring to our lives, to have a message come through that resonates so
deeply within our being---There is another way! We are connected. There is a purpose here.
In A Course in Miracles-Original Edition, we are presented with the amazing idea that there are no accidents and that we
are responsible for what occurs in our world. These are powerful teachings that take a bit of courage to open up to. There
is a degree of acceptance and willingness and surrender that must be there before we can truly open our hearts to the
loving messages in this Course, which will inevitably precipitate the healing that naturally follows.
“Miracles are natural. When they do not occur, something has gone wrong.”
ACIM OE TX.1.I.6
And so what is the Miracle? Wouldn’t it be a miracle to experience a shift in what we thought was so? What if we were
to be shown that we had been totally mistaken in how we were seeing the world and that there is a way at looking at the
world that brings peace to us and to everyone who comes in contact with us. What if all our misperceptions were hiding
the Real World from our sight and that the miracle is what would shine them away?
If we are in despair at our current situation in this life, has the time come when we will have the courage to make a shift
away from how we have always thought and toward being willing to look again, and this time to look with a Divine Vision
from deep within?
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In our daily ACIM OE TEXT Conference Call Study Group the other day, we read the following:
“A simple question yet remains and needs an answer. Do you like what you have made—a
world of murder and attack through which you thread your timid way through constant
dangers, alone and frightened, hoping at most that death will wait a little longer before it
overtakes you and you disappear? You made this up. It is a picture of what you think you
are, of how you see yourself. A murderer is frightened, and those who kill fear death. All
these are but the fearful thoughts of those who would adjust themselves to a world made
fearful by their adjustments. And they look out in sorrow from what is sad within and see
the sadness there.”
ACIM OE TX.20.IV.19
“They look out in sorrow from what is sad within,” but what if they looked out in joy from what is joyful within? What if we
came with empty hands to a power deep within us that could show us what is truly so. What if we have been deceived by
fear into seeing a world of separation when the world of connectedness and love has always been there, waiting to be seen.
You may have heard the story of the man outside of a town being asked by newcomers what the town was like. He told
them that they’d better keep close watch of their valuables and make sure to always lock their doors. He even told them of
all the times he had been robbed and cheated and suggested to them that they might want to think twice about living there.
And yet the newcomers move on to another man further down the road and ask him the same question to which his face
brightens with joy. He tells them that he has experienced a torrent of generosity, kindness, and compassion from every
single townsperson he has met since coming there. He tells them that they will love this town and that they may never
want to leave it.
We see only what we believe deep within. When our beliefs align with Love, there is a healing of this seeming separate
world that can and will take place and begins within each of us. That’s what A Course in Miracles is guiding us towards.
“There is no fear in perfect love because it knows no sin and it
must look on others as on itself. Looking with charity within,
what can it fear without? The innocent see safety, and the pure
in heart see God within His Son and look unto the Son to
lead them to the Father. And where else would they go but
where they will to be? Each of you now will lead the other to
the Father as surely as God created His Son holy and kept
him so. In your brother is the light of God’s eternal promise
of your immortality. See him as sinless, and there can be no
fear in you.”
ACIM OE TX.20.IV.27
This illustration of seeing what we believe is also related to the Course
concept of responsibility. A Course in Miracles-OE tells us that we “are
not victims of the world” we see, that there is “another way at looking at the
world,” that “I will forgive and this will disappear.” It gently guides us away
from our misperceptions and toward a new way of being and of seeing in
which we use our inner guidance to show us the Love that is truly there.
“I am responsible for what I see. I chose the feelings I experience,
and I decided on the goal I would achieve. And everything that
seems to happen to me, I asked for and received as I had asked.”
ACIM OE TX.21.III.15
What an amazingly powerful statement, and it is one in which we see a bit
of bad news as well as good news.
A COURSE IN MIRACLES–ORIGINAL
EDITION: Text, Workbook, Manual for
Teachers (HARDCOVER)
by Helen Schucman
Publisher: A Course In Miracles Society
$35.00, ISBN13: 9780976420064
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What I see around me, as my life, is exactly what I have “asked for and
received as I had asked” and in most cases, that’s bad news. When I look
around me I see the seeming inhumanity of man toward each other, the
state of the environment, or the chaos in our governments. Or, I could just
look closer to my home and see my personal struggles and challenges in my
family or with my health.
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Yet, this need not be. While I may very well be aware of the bad news, the
good news is---I am the one who can change it. My thoughts are not idle. My
thoughts are the most powerful force in the Universe.
Now we might ask: What will it take to bring a miracle---a shift in this world
that we inhabit today? How can we feel the Unity that lies beneath the duality
and that connects us all?
A Course in Miracles teaches us that it will be the thoughts and feelings and
the goals that we choose that will bring the shift. The miracle comes with the
forgiveness we bring to the world that is seemingly outside of us. In the last
pages of the last chapter in the Text of A Course of Miracles titled CHOOSE
ONCE AGAIN, we find these loving words:
“You are as God created you, and so is every living thing you
look upon, regardless of the images you see. What you behold
as sickness and as pain, as weakness and as suffering and loss
is but temptation to perceive yourself defenseless and in hell.
Yield not to this, and you will see all pain in every form wherever
it occurs but disappear as mists before the sun. A miracle has
come to heal God’s Son and close the door upon his dreams of
weakness, opening the way to his salvation and release. Choose
once again what you would have him be, remembering that
every choice you make establishes your own identity as you will
see it and believe it is.”
ACIM OE TX31.VIII.92
If forgiveness means to see only that which is real in each and everyone and
everything, then with that gift, we fulfill our purpose in releasing the world from
what we thought it did, knowing our forgiveness makes no exceptions. There is
absolutely no one excluded for anything they have done or said. We see them
as they truly are: whole and complete, sinless and guiltless, even though they
may, for a while, continue to deny this truth themselves.
Thus, we are learning that the way to end the cycle of hate and fear is to choose
Love, knowing that this is why we have come.
Now we choose again to see the synchronicities that surround us---to let ourselves be shown by the Love within that we are all One and that we are still as
Love created us.
“This is the purpose given you. Think not that your forgiveness of each other serves but you two alone. For the whole
new world rests in the hands of every two who enter here
to rest. And as they rest, the face of Christ shines on them,
and they remember the laws of God, forgetting all the rest and
yearning only to have His laws perfectly fulfilled in them and
all their brothers.”
ACIM OE TX.20.V.34
And so, it is.
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An Excerpt From
A Theology of Love
INTRODUCTION
It is now clear that the current dominant worldview, that of materialistic science,
does not have the range or depth to sustain the human need for meaning.
E.M. Forster said it in the epigraph to his novel Howards End: “Only connect.” It
was the connection between the mind and the emotions--or, if you prefer, the heart--that
he meant. A religion that cannot do this, or one that permits one side to hypertrophy
while the other side withers, is, in my view, not a healthy religion at all. And it will bring
forth fruit that is like itself.
In that case, why bother with Christianity in particular? Because Christianity is
our background, our heritage. Yet it would be unwise, I think, to reject the spiritual
insights that we have gotten from other traditions. They tell us too much for us to turn
them away. Thus it would be useful if this new theology were able to make use of insights
from all the world’s religions.
In this book, sources of inspiration will include the Bible; Hinduism and
Buddhism; esoteric and mystical strands of thought, including the Kabbalah; individual
visionaries such as William Blake and C.G. Jung; insights from Kant, William James,
Heidegger, Gurdjieff, and Karl Jaspers; and even popular writers such as Philip K. Dick.
I will also make use of the twentieth century text A Course in Miracles, possibly the
greatest reformulation of Christianity in recent times.
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CHAPTER 6. A SUPPOSITIONAL MOMENT
To return to the question of Christian theology, there is only one system
of Christian theology that has ever made sense to me--that did not seem to create
contradictions that it attempted to paper over, thus creating more contradictions. This is
the theology of A Course in Miracles.
The Course, as it is called, is a stone that the builders rejected. I have almost never
seen it discussed in the intellectual press, nor have I ever seen it treated in mainstream
theological circles. If anything, it has been consigned to the purgatory known as the
study of new religious movements.
Despite this official indifference, the Course has sold over 3 million copies in
twenty-six languages since its publication in 1975. It has won widespread admiration in
the human-potential movement. Willis Harman, the late president of California’s Institute
of Noetic Sciences, wrote, “The set of books comprising A Course in Miracles comprise
perhaps the most important writing in the English language since the translation of the
Bible.”
The theology of the Course, as we will see, differs radically that of mainstream
Christianity. But it has the same core spirit. The Course’s theology begins with God the
Father. God is infinite love and light: “God is the light in which I see,” says one lesson in
the Workbook. As infinite love, the nature of God is to extend himself. In so doing, God
has created the Son, who is a primordial unity, although the Sonship is also expressed in
the plural form: “God has only one Son. If all His creations are His Sons, everyone must
be an integral part of the whole Sonship. The Sonship in its Oneness transcends the sum
of its parts” (T, 33; emphasis in the original). In short, the Son is each of us, individually
and collectively.
Because only what God creates is real, our only reality as Sons of God is light and
love and happiness. This cannot be reversed. Thus there is no danger, no pain, no sorrow.

This is heaven. We have never left it. “Heaven is now. There is no other time. Heaven is
here. There is no other place” (M, 61).
And yet the opposite seems to be the case. Heaven often seems remote, as do
infinite light and love and power. What happened?
The Course also speaks of the Fall, although it usually calls it the separation. The
separation never happened, because God did not will it, and, because his Son shares all
his characteristics, the Son does not will it either. Nonetheless, “into eternity, where all
is one, there crept a tiny, mad idea, at which the Son of God remembered not to laugh.”
This “tiny, mad idea” is the idea of separation--the idea that the Son could be
isolated from God. In a sense this idea is suppositional only: it is as if the Son wondered,
in a brief moment, “What if I could exist apart from God?” The Course calls this “the
detour into fear.”
If you were to take a minute to imagine the worst things that could happen to
you--death, degradation, pain, torture, the loss of loved ones--you could make them all
seem quite real in your mind. (It is probably not a good idea to try this for very long.)
While you were imagining it, it would feel as if it were real. You would, for a moment,
suffer almost as if you were going through these terrible things.
Such a suppositional moment, as it were, is the interval that constitutes the
world as we know it, throughout all of time and space. It is an imaginary reality; it could
not have any actual substance, because God has not willed it. God loves his Son, and
contrary to certain theologies, will never make his Son suffer. But his Son can imagine
he is suffering. And because the Son has all the power of God himself, he can make this imaginary
world seem powerfully real. He can even forget his own reality. “In his forgetting did the thought
become a serious idea, and possible of both accomplishment and real effects.” This is the world we
see. It was made by the ego. The ego is the “tiny, mad idea.”

A THEOLOGY OF LOVE:
Reimagining Christianity
through A Course in Miracles
by Richard Smoley
Publisher: Inner Traditions
$18.99, ISBN13: 9781620559253
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What Does A Course in Miracles
Say about Morality and How to Live Our Lives?
Excerpted from The Most Commonly Asked Questions About A COURSE IN MIRACLES

By Gloria Wapnick & Kenneth Wapnick, Ph.D.

Our purpose in writing this book is to answer the most commonly asked questions that students of A Course in Miracles
have been asking ever since its publication in 1976. Over the many years we have been teaching the Course, it has
become apparent that its radical message has frequently been a source of much confusion, misunderstanding, and
distortion. It is our aim in this book to help clarify, through this question-and-answer format, many of the Course’s
principles to facilitate greater understanding and application of its thought system. (from the Preface)
Question: If all this is a dream or an illusion, or a script which is already
written, what difference does it make what I do with my life?
Answer: While on one level A Course in Miracles does teach that this world
is an illusion and that in truth our experiences here are hallucinations, on
another level Jesus assures us that “it is almost impossible to deny its [the
body’s] existence in this world. Those who do so are engaging in a particularly
unworthy from of denial” (T-2.IV.3:10-11). Since it was our wrong minds
that wrote the script of our many “lifetimes” in this delusional hologram of
hatred, it would follow that the ego’s purpose would be to reinforce belief in
the seeming reality of our experience here, which reflects our belief in the
reality of our separation from God. And nothing serves this purpose better
than the defense of denial, which makes the thoughts of guilt and fear so
unacceptably real that they need to be repressed and never looked at again.
This ensures that the thought of separation remains real within the split mind,
“safe and protected” from the Holy Spirit.
A Course in Miracles presents us with a choice between two ways of living in this dream world, which is the only true choice remaining to us within
the dream. As we implied earlier, the Course teaches that we have a split
mind which is really tripartite in structure: 1) a wrong mind that holds the
ego thought system in place, and even though it appears that we have choices
within the wrong mind, Jesus unequivocally states that to believe that there
is a choice in the thought system of the ego is delusional and self-deceptive;
2) a right mind which is the home of the Holy Spirit, and holds a correction
for each misthought or miscreation of the ego thought system; and 3) the
part of the mind that chooses between the ego and the Holy Spirit, which we
refer to as the decision maker. Therefore, our only true choice and freedom
within the illusory dream of separation is to choose our right minds, allowing
our wrong minds to be undone. We shall return to this important point in a
later question.
Consequently, A Course in Miracles instructs us that the only purpose the
world holds is for us to choose the forgiveness script. The Holy Spirit offers
us a correction for the ego’s nightmare dreams of guilt and attack, wherein
the world becomes a classroom in which we can learn the lessons of forgiveness. In this way, the guilt we made that ultimately brought about the making
of the body and the world is undone. Simply indulging the ego’s fantasies
under the justification that “It doesn’t matter anyway” would make these
desires real (otherwise why indulge them?), and root one still further in the
ego’s dream of guilt. Such self-indulgence could include acting out repressed
desires such as murder, theft, deception, anger, sexual exploitation, etc., or
on the other hand, giving way to thoughts of meaninglessness, depression,
and even suicide. And thus the above question—“What difference does it
make what I do with my life?”— can be understood from a totally different
perspective.
This is a perspective that gives great meaning to our lives, for it states: “I
have a choice to make: which dream do I choose to follow; to which dream
will I be loyal?”
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EVOLVE!
In summary then, we see that on the metaphysical level, everything we do—not to mention
our personal identity—is an illusion. However, on the level of the dream, where we most certainly
believe we are, our lives make a tremendous difference; not so much in terms of what we do,
but with whom we do it. Only by choosing Jesus or the Holy Spirit as our teacher, guide, and
friend can we undo the cause of our remaining asleep and dreaming dreams which are rooted
in the belief in the reality of the separation from our Source, and from each other. We cannot
change the script, which is already written and has indeed been undone. But we can change
from the ego’s script to the Holy Spirit’s. Helping us to accomplish this is the purpose of A
Course in Miracles.
Question: Does A Course in Miracles have a morality, or a code of ethics?
Answer: The answer to this question depends on how morality is defined. The dictionary
defines the term as a set of rules or principles of conduct; a system of morals or ethics that
defines what is right and what is wrong. Looking at the first part of the definition, A Course
in Miracles does not present a set of rules on how one should act in the world, but it most
definitely presents a schemata of the post-separation split mind divided into a wrong and right
mind, the respective domains of the ego and the Holy Spirit.
MOST COMMONLY ASKED
From a historical point of view, homo sapiens’ sojourn on this planet has been anything but
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system of the ego, the moral codes and laws will inevitably reflect this choice. And the blood
drenched events of history are witnesses to the ego’s thought system of “kill or be killed” that is
the unconscious underpinning of all the moralities of the world.
Therefore, even though a system of morality might espouse noble ideals, if its origin were the wrong mind, it
could never bring about a correction for what is deemed immoral or amoral. Furthermore, how is a society to determine what is right or wrong, and who should be the ones to make such decisions? If one studies the cultures of the
past and present, amazement will result when one objectively looks at what is considered right or wrong by any group
of people throughout the span of time. For example, during the Inquisition it was considered the highest morality
to seek, find, and punish those who did not agree with the Roman Catholic Church, whose teachings were believed
to have come from God and Jesus. So, in Their Names, heretics were tortured and killed. Basically then, the group
that holds religious, economic, or political power in any society, depending on whether it is a theocratic or secular
state, determines what is right and wrong.
A Course in Miracles presents us with a new mode of being in this dream world that is far beyond any morality or
rules of conduct to which the world pays homage. This new mode of being asks us to become aware of the thoughts
of our wrong minds, and then to ask for help in switching to a correction that already exists in our right minds. In
order to accomplish this, we must get our ego selves out of the way and let go of any moral values, desires, or investments in any outcomes, whether they involve conduct, rules, or expectations. The following exhortation from the
workbook clearly summarizes this approach of undoing all that we had believed before, so that the Wisdom of God
can speak to us and guide our thoughts, words, and behavior:
Simply do this: Be still, and lay aside all thoughts of what you are and what God is; all concepts
you have learned about the world; all images you hold about yourself. Empty your mind of everything
it thinks is either true or false, or good or bad, of every thought it judges worthy, and all the ideas of
which it is ashamed. Hold onto nothing. Do not bring with you one thought the past has taught, nor
one belief you ever learned before from anything. Forget this world, forget this course, and come
with wholly empty hands unto your God.
Is it not He Who knows the way to you? You need not know the way to Him. Your part is simply to allow all obstacles
that you have interposed between the Son and God the Father to be quietly removed forever. God will do His part
in joyful and immediate response (W-pI.189.7:1–8:4).
Therefore, from the perspective of A Course in Miracles, what is “right” is accessing the right mind and following the guidance of the Holy Spirit or Jesus; while what is “wrong” is choosing the wrong mind and listening to the
insane voice of the ego’s thought system of specialness. We could thus coin a new term—non-normative ethics— to
denote the Course’s unique code for living in this world. What fosters this morality is the daily practice of forgiveness,
which undoes the blocks to the presence of the Holy Spirit’s Love and wisdom that can flow through our minds to
guide our behavior. As Jesus so movingly writes in the workbook:
For this alone I need; that you will hear the words I speak, and give them to the world. You are my voice,
my eyes, my feet, my hands through which I save the world (W-pI.rV.in.9:2-3).
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In the search
for peace and
healing we
are drawn to
teachings that combine deep wisdom with great beauty.
When we are fortunate enough to
find such a teaching, we may also find
limits to our capacity to appreciate
it, particularly when profound ideas
follow one another as rapidly as they
do in A Course in Miracles. In studying
the Course, we have therefore found
it helpful to separate out specific passages in order to ponder them more
fully. This book is a collection of some
of our favorites.
Although written in Christian language and style, A Course in Miracles
clearly embodies the perennial wisdom found at the core of the world’s
great religions. Because of this universal nature, its significance and appeal transcend traditional boundaries
and extend to all who seek answers
to the deepest questions of human
existence. Some Buddhists feel that
the Course echoes the words of the
Buddha; yogis have remarked that
it expresses the wisdom of Vedanta;
and psychologists have found that it
offers insights comparable to some
of the best contemporary thinking
about phenomena such as perception, belief, and identity.
The Course contains a wealth of
succinct, powerful, and moving
aphorisms that readily stand by
themselves as potent capsules
of wisdom. In Gifts From a Course
in Miracles, we have selected aphorisms and quotes that we consider
succinct, profound, and poetic, and
capable of being understood without
previous familiarity with the Course
itself. This book is divided into three
major parts. The first part offers a
general introduction to the ideas
of the Course while the other two
focus on peace and healing
respectively.

Peace
Has there ever been a time in human
history when the need for peace was
greater? Each year new wars erupt
and a trillion dollars are spent on
weapons, while millions of people remain hungry, helpless, and homeless.
Yet, it is not that we are any more
aggressive than our predecessors.
Indeed, at this very moment millions of people are devoting their
lives to calming hostilities, redressing injustices, and helping the poor
and deprived. Rather, advances in
technological power have awesomely
magnified the impact of our negative
states of mind. These negative states
-- such as emotions of greed and anger, thoughts of attack and revenge,
and misperceptions of people and
situations -- are the root causes of
the global problems we face today.
The global turmoil mirrors our own
inner turmoil, and the state of the
world reflects the state of our minds.
Once this is recognized it becomes
apparent that our global “problems”
(nuclear weapons, ecological disturbances, mass starvation, etc.)

are actually symptoms; symptoms of
the psychological conflicts
within us and between us. The
basic source of our problems, as well
as of their solutions, lies within us.
Therefore, only solutions that include
changing our minds are
likely to be effective.
Yet, it is tragic how rarely
this apparently obvious
fact is recognized.
Rather, most responses tend to
be military,
political, or
economic
and
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usually leave the psychological and
spiritual roots of the problems untouched or even exacerbated.

naturally loving, joyous, and peaceful.
Such is a central claim of A Course in
Miracles.

contemporary existentialists who see
anxiety, angst, and despair as inescapable elements of human life.

The question that therefore naturally
arises, and it may be one of the most
important questions of our time, is
this: “What can we do to treat not
only the global crises but also the
deep psychological roots from which
these crises arise?”

To the extent that we recognize the
love, joy, and peace that constitute
our true identity, to that extent we desire to extend them through sharing
them. Such sharing is both the means
for, and the result of removing the
obstacles to the awareness of our Self
and our inner peace. For A Course in
Miracles suggests that what we give
we receive, what we teach we learn,
and as we see others we see ourselves.
Therefore it recommends that we
“learn that giving and receiving are
the same,” “teach peace to learn it,”
and “remember in your brother you
but see yourself.” Very simply, then,
offering peace to others is a way to
have it ourselves, and a natural result
of having it is sharing it.

But the great religions do not stop
with merely recognizing the pain of
our usual existence. They go further,
to declare that we can escape the
pain, and they offer us means for
this escape.

The great religions have addressed
these root causes of suffering
throughout human history. Each
culture and age has brought forth its
own version of the perennial wisdom
that lies at the heart of the great religions. A Course in Miracles represents
one form of this perennial wisdom for
our own time.
Peace is one of the central aims of
the Course. It offers a road map for
finding the peace for which everyone
yearns, which the world so desperately needs, and which religious sages
throughout the ages have called “the
highest form of happiness.” “Forget
not,” it says, “that the motivation for
this course is the attainment and the
keeping of the state of peace.”
The peace that the Course would have
us experience is all encompassing,
embracing our hearts and minds, our
relationships, and the world. It points
out that we cannot hope to create a
peaceful world if we ourselves are
not at peace. Peace, like love, it says,
must first be uncovered within and
then extended through our relationships in ever-widening, ever more
inclusive circles, until eventually
peace encompasses everyone “with
out exception and without reserve.”
Moreover, this inner peace is not
something that we create but rather
something that already exists within
us as part of our true identity.
Recognizing this peace and extending it in the world requires removing
the obstacles-the fears and fantasies,
anger and aggression, defenses and
distortionsthat keep our true identity
from being known to us. Moreover,
as we relinquish these obstacles we
discover that we never really needed
them in the first place. Rather we
find that our true Self has no need
of anger, fear, or defensiveness and is

Healing
No one would deny humankind’s
great need for healing. All around us
in this war-torn world the evidence
is clear for anyone willing to see
it. On a grand scale one sees wars,
famine, disaster, and disease; on a
small scale the countless little hurts,
psychological and physical, spiritual
and emotional, that we all know so
well. Sickness and death, pain and
sorrow, separation and loss are clearly
part of our human condition. Of
course, there are also periods of great
love, joy, and peace, and some of us
are fortunate enough to experience
many of these. But even into the most
fortunate lives pain intrudes at times.
Dissatisfaction with our lives, the limits of the body, and the inescapability
of death have been central themes of
the great religions. In the immensity
of the universe we seem “as dust,”
say the ancient biblical psalms. Our
lives are “but toil and trouble; they are
soon gone they come to an end like
a sigh” (Psalm 90). “What man can
live and not see death?” (Psalm 89).
In the “Hindu Bible,” the Bhagavad
Gita, the wise are said to be those capable of “seeing the defects in birth,
death, old age, sickness, and suffering.” “Unenlightened existence is
inherently unsatisfactory,” states the
Buddha’s First Noble Truth. Recently,
this sentiment has been echoed by

The great religions claim that our suffering is the product of ignorance and
illusion. Suffering, they say, results
when we forget who we really are
-- Children of God, Atman, Buddha
Nature, or one with the Tao -- and
mistake ourselves for limited beings,
skin-encapsulated egos trapped inside fragile, transitory bodies. We suffer ultimately, say the great religions,
from a case of mistaken identity,
a false self-concept, an erroneous
image that is but a pale shadow of
our true limitless being. We live not
in reality, but in illusion -- maya or
samsara. We have forgotten who we
really are and misperceive our nightmares of sickness and suffering for
reality, while our true nature abides
unchanged and unchangeable as pure
radiant sat-chit-ananda: limitless consciousness, being, and bliss.
From this viewpoint, the sickness
and suffering that seem inescapable
from our egocentric perspective are
recognized as illusions, incapable of
harming our true Self in any way. All
suffering is seen as but a dream. It
follows that healing sickness and pain
involves awakening from our collective dream and remembering who we
really are. This awakening is known in
various traditions as salvation, satori,
liberation, or enlightenment. It need
not necessarily involve changes in our
physical circumstances because our
pain and sickness, and even our bodies, are part of a dream. We need not
seek to change our true nature, which
is actually unchangeable. Rather we
need only recognize, remember, and
awaken to it, and the nightmare of
suffering ceases to control us. As A
Course in Miracles says: “Those who
seek the light are merely covering
their eyes. The light is in them now.
Enlightenment is but a recognition,
not a change at all.” This recognition
has been the goal of spiritual teachers
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and traditions across countless cultures
and centuries, and each has offered a
path and practice by which it can occur.
Like other forms of the perennial wisdom, the Course recognizes the universality of pain in human existence
and the universal need for healing. It
therefore offers us a path of healing
and awakening by which our dreams
of suffering can be recognized for
what they are, and our true nature
can be remembered.
In offering this path, the Course
makes a diagnosis of our condition,
identifies its causes, and presents a
treatment plan. It emphasizes that
our dreams are perpetuated by unhealthy habits, desires, and states
of mind such as fear, anger, and attack. When we let these go, says the
Course, we awaken from the dream
and recognize ourselves as we have
always been: Children of God, limitless, blissful, loving, and free from
suffering of any kind.
The means for this healing involves a
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systematic practice of mental habits
that reduce and ultimately eliminate
painful mind states. The Course encourages us to exchange anger for
forgiveness, fear for love, and curse
for blessing. In short, it advises us to
substitute peaceful, loving states for
angry, painful ones.
This is no small task; countless people
have devoted their lives to this aim
and have found it to be a forbidding
challenge. But A Course in Miracles
claims to offer a gentle path in which
this task of healing and awakening is
made as easy as possible, demanding no sacrifice of any kind. For
how could it be a sacrifice, asks the
Course, to substitute the peace and
joy of reality for the painful illusions
of the ego?
The Course’s view of healing, then,
is radically different from the usual
views of the world. The world sees
sickness and healing as originating
in the body; the Course sees them
as originating in the mind. “Sickness
is of the mind,” it repeats again and

again. It is the
mind which is
really in need of
healing.
From the perspective of the
perennial wisdom this radical claim makes
perfect sense.
For if our true
nature or Self
remains unc h a n g e d a n d GIFTS FROM A COURSE
IN MIRACLES (Gift of
joyous while a Peace; Gift of Healing)
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ing trapped in
a finite, suffering body, then an awakening of the
mind is needed primarily rather than
a change in the body. The Course,
therefore, offers a path of healing
for our minds that will allow us to
awaken from this dream of sickness,
suffering, and separation from God.
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